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TELEVISION BOOKS ON FREE TRIAL!
THEN ONLY 5/- PER WEEK FOR THOSE YOU KEEP!

No. 200. TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE. Let this new course help you in TV servicing. A real bargain—complete, only 32/- full price. Full details of all faults, causes and remedies given. Short-cuts, alignment facts, trouble shooting, use of test equipment. For service men & DIYers. 200 pages, only 28/-

No. 59. RADIO AND ELECTRONICS COURSE. If you can't order electrical books at all, this course will give you all the necessary information you need. Only 25/-

YOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU BUY FROM SIM-TECH! You get books on no interest, free trial time payment plan at prices no higher than you would pay your local bookshop. We are positively the only company offering terms anywhere in Great Britain. So why chance always buy your books from Sim-Tech where you can be sure of a fair deal?

No. 8. PIN-POINT TV TROUBLES IN 10 MINUTES. Prove 3/-. Without a doubt one of the most useful books ever published about television. Do you have any doubts about your TV? This is the only book that can tell you the truth. It has, it's 32 pages packed with details to save you time and money.

E.M.S. TELEVISION TUBES PROVED with a reliability:
PACK A GREATER PUNCH THAN EVER TRY ONE NOW AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE!

No. 1. CHADWICK'S ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL RADIO-TELEVISION SELF-COACHING IN 100 SHORT COLUMNS. A reference set you will use for years to come. The last word in understandable text. Written in clear English. The only book you'll ever need on TV servicing. 260 pages, 4/-. A great start to a successful career in TV servicing.

SINCE CATALOGUE SENT FREE! FREE TRIAL COUPON

To SIM-TECH BOOK CO., Dept. PSTV31, Gater's Mill, West End, Southampton, Hants.

Please send me the books numbered

for seven days free trial. One at a time. IIf I am not satisfied with any book I may return it post paid within 7 days of receipt, with no further obligation on my part. Under 1s. per week for all of them. Two books free, one but one book at a time.

馐 "free trial" book guaranteed. Payment, £4.00 or over allowed £3.00 or over £2.00.

Overseas customers, please send full amount.

BIG BOOK CATALOGUE SENT FREE! FREE TRIAL COUPON

18 month guarantee with all our tubes

SIZE | PRICE | COST TO YOU WITH ALLOWANCE ON RECEIPT OF JLD TUBE

| 12in. | £4.7.6 | £3.17.6 |
| 14in. | £4.15.0 | £4.5.0 |
| 15, 16, 17in. | £5.15.0 | £4.15.0 |

Carriage and Insurance 10/- extra on all tubes

★ BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE

MARSHALL'S for TELEVISION LTD.
131 St. Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.15
STAMFORD HILL 3257 & 5555

No matter how old the set is, if you require a line output transformer it is 999-1 that we will have it in stock or can rewire it quickly.

We operate same day despatch service from the largest stocks of television components in the U.K., including a comprehensive range of accessories, materials and test gear of all kinds.

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Retail quotations gladly given on receipt of s.a.e.

Trade—please send your letter headings for data charts.
**Tubes**

**Practical Television**

**Guaranteed Values**

**by return of post**

The most attractive competitive Value List in the Country

All valves are new and unless otherwise advised.

**POST**

1 Valve 6d., 2-11, 17-

**FREE** for 12 or more in writing with any.

**3 MONTHS GUARANTEE** FREE TRANSIT IN-INSURED $1.00 cash back Guarantee on Goods if returned within 14 days.

**Precio**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>6/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>8/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Not Guaranteed**

For 100's TYPES LISTED S.A.E.

**Tel:** 350-352 Fratton Road, Portsmouth Mail Order only Devonian Court, Park Crescent Place, Bognor Regis, Sussex.
87 Experts guide you to advancement and higher rewards

YOUR FUTURE if it is in electrical engineering depends on your ability and the services you can render. The more experienced you are the better your prospects, the better your income... it's as simple as that! This New Edition of Newnes comprehensive and authoritative publication is invaluable to you if you mean to progress. Produced with the full technical resources of NEWNES it covers every facet of the vast field of modern electrical engineering.

INSTALLATION WORK OF ALL KINDS

INSTRUMENTS, MACHINES, EQUIPMENT
Electric Motors, Control Gear, Transformers. Rectifiers, Electronic Control in Industry, Measuring and Recording Instruments and Electricity Supply Meters.

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR

GENERATION, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION
Power Stations, Power Cables, Public Supply, Underground Distribution Systems, Town and Rural Supplies, Cable-laying and Faults.

Over 2,000 Instructive Action Photographs, Diagrams, Working Drawings, Circuits. Many Concise Data Tables.

SEND TO-DAY—FREE EXAMINATION will enable you to check it for your day-to-day problems—it will surprise you!

To: GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 15-17 Long Acre, London, W.C.2
Send me Newnes PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING without obligation to purchase. I will return the set in 8 days or send 16/- deposit 8 days after delivery, then twenty monthly subscriptions of 16/- paying £16. 16s. in all. Cash in 8 days £16.

(Name and Address in block letters please).

Mr. Mrs. Miss
Address

Occupation

Signature

Parent’s Signature if you are under 21.

Free trial applies G.B. For Ireland send £16. Overseas £16.15. (P.E.E.) 572/5

Use it Free for 7 days

ABSOLUTELY COMPREHENSIVE!

This is what you receive without cost or obligation—

4 Volumes strongly bound in Grey Moroquette, 9½ in. x 6½ in. 2,352 Pages of instructive information on latest practice. Over 2,000 Photos, Diagrams, Perspective and Working Drawings, Electrical Circuits, and Data on test procedure, etc.

24 Data Sheets in colour and 12 Quick-reference Blueprint Charts complete in Strong Chart Case.

Nuclear Power Stations Booklet Contains fascinating cut-away sections in full colour with explanatory text.

Free ! Newnes Electrical Pocket Book (Value 10/6) Nearly 400 pages with 228 illustrations, diagrams, tables.

Plus 2 Years Free Postal Technical Advisory Service
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Victims of Progress

There was a time, not so very many years ago, when thousands of amateur enthusiasts were busily occupied in making their own television receivers. Today, there are comparatively few.

In the immediate post-war years, of course, there was the tremendous stimulus of the sheer novelty, and with the relatively high cost of commercial receivers it was an attractive proposition to adapt the convenient (and plentiful) war surplus units into inexpensive TV sets.

Admittedly, the green picture displayed on the 6in. screen of a VCR97 12c, was not the ultimate in luxury viewing, but in the days when few people owned a receiver, and particularly when embellished with the refinement of a magnifying lens, these surplus-unit conversions were almost a status symbol!

This activity set the stage for a widespread interest in home constructed TV and soon many designs appeared using conventional 9 and 12in. tubes. At one time it seemed that practically everybody was building some kind of TV set.

Even starting from scratch, it was still financially worthwhile. Useful valves, such as the famed EF50, were obtainable at low prices on the surplus market and were included in published designs. Also, of course, enthusiasts already had an accumulation of valves and components left over from their earlier conversion activities.

Since those halcyon days, there has been a steady and significant decline of activity on the homebuilt TV front. This seems directly related to three factors.

Firstly, as technology advanced, circuitry inevitably became more complex, thus requiring more experience to produce reasonable results.

Secondly, with an increasing potential market, manufacturers began to mass-produce receivers to a high specification at a highly competitive price.

Thirdly, and related to the above, the novelty interest declined with the spread of the medium.

Thus, it can be said that the building of a receiver is no longer the economic proposition it was a few years ago, nor is the spur of experimenting in an unknown field; and a high standard of constructional ability is required. In other words, the amateur TV enthusiast is a victim of progress.

There are, of course, still many who build their own sets, but those capable of doing so can generally devise their own circuitry. Fortunately, all sections of electronics are in a continual state of development and new ideas suggest new approaches and new lines of investigation.

For while the keen practical man can devote his time to experimenting with new TV circuitry, to repair work, to building test instruments (and even, if sufficiently advanced, to TV transmitting experiments) another line of approach is opening out. This is closed circuit TV. We are aware of the increasing interest in this and will have more to say on the subject next month.

Our next issue dated June, will be published on May 22nd.
U.H.F. "Secam" Receiver

A 21in. u.h.f. colour television receiver was recently completed at G.E.C.'s laboratories, at North Wembley, for installation at the BBC Engineering Designs Department. It was supplied for use in monitoring tests on the 625-line "Secam" system.

The European Broadcasting Union is conducting comparative studies to determine whether this—the Secam—system, which is French in origin, or the American N.T.S.C. system, shall be recommended for adoption by member countries, as development of colour television for public use can go ahead only when a decision on the choice of systems has been reached.

Final adjustment being made to G.E.C.'s "Secam" colour receiver.

TELEVISION FOR SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE is to have a Marconi-equipped television service, and the Broadcasting Division of the Singapore Government's Ministry of Culture ("Radio Singapore") has decided to provide a comprehensive service for the whole island.

Initially there will be one programme channel, radiated via a pair of vision and sound transmitters, with a second pair acting as standby.

The cameras employed for the main studios will be Marconi Mark IV image orthicons, whilst for telecine work Mark IV vidicon camera channels will be used.

A pilot programme service came into operation on February 15th, with the station operating in Band III to 625-line C.C.I.R. standards.

Radar Teaching Aid for Norway

A MONOCHROME television projector has recently been installed at the Oslo School of Navigation for Seamen, Norway, by Rank Cintel. This Oslo school teaches radar techniques to new students and also provides refresher courses for more advanced maritime navigators.

In the past it has been very difficult to demonstrate synthetic radar displays to classes exceeding five in number, but by the use of a back projected picture on to a four foot square screen from a Rank Cintel projector, it is possible to demonstrate a single display to as many as fifty students at one time.
PREDICTION OF TELEVISION COVERAGE

FOR some years the Marconi Research Laboratory has provided a consultative service to television authorities to enable them to plan new services in the most economical manner. The Laboratory has accumulated a large amount of propagation data from radio surveys and this helps to produce a coverage prediction of a high degree of accuracy.

When a practical measurement survey is required to confirm a given prediction, the Propagation Field Studies Section of Marconi's uses specially equipped vehicles. These vehicles have incorporated into their design, a telescopic aerial mast which extends the broad-band "disccone" dipole to the recommended height of 10 metres during field surveys.

One of the specially equipped vans used by Marconi's Propagation Field Studies Section.

TV Equipment for Jamaica

TELEVISION will come to nearly 700,000 Jamaicans within a short time of the opening of the newly-built Jamaican Broadcasting Corporation's Studios at Kingston next summer.

Thomson Television (International) Ltd., main purchasing agents and advisers for the Corporation, have placed an order for studio equipment with EMI Electronics Ltd.

Equipment in the two new studios will consist of four 4½in. image orthicon camera systems with all ancillary equipment. Included in this order are two vision mixers, a ten-channel sound mixer and a five-channel sound mixer, and all requisite talk-back facilities. All lighting and nearly all the control consoles will also be supplied by EMI.

Colour Equipment for Italy

AN order for a colour slide scanner and a colour monitor value £10,000, has been received by Rank Cintel, a division of The Rank Organisation from Radio Televisione Italiana.

The equipment is to be installed in Turin where it will be used in a research programme to determine the future of colour television transmissions in Italy.

NEW TELEVISION STATION FOR SCOTLAND

THE BBC's new television station to serve Ballachulish, Argyllshire, was brought into service on Monday, 18th March, this year. Transmissions are on channel 2 (vision 51-75Mc/s, sound 48-25Mc/s) with vertical polarisation, which means that receiving aerials should be of the vertically mounted type.

The Ballachulish station is a small relay station which receives its programmes for retransmission via a radio link from the new station at Fort William, which is now in full service.

SLIDE SCANNERS FOR COLOUR RESEARCH

THE Ferguson Radio Corporation have ordered a Monochrome slide scanner and a colour slide scanner, total value £9,500, from Rank Cintel. This equipment will be used in a research programme concerned with the development of colour television equipment which is to be completed in time for the commencement of colour television transmissions.

Camera Sales in the U.S.A.

THE AMPEX Corporation of America has placed another order with the Marconi Company—this time for the supply of 28 Mark IV 4½in. image orthicon camera channels, complete with English Electric Valve Co. camera pick-up tubes. The new contract brings the total number of sales of these cameras in the Americas to 323, of which 184 have been ordered for use in the USA, not only by various broadcasting authorities but also by the United Nations, the US Navy and the US Army.
TELEVISION is first and foremost an optical system and as such it is natural that more attention is directed towards the picture side of the receiver than towards the sound side. This is not to imply, however, that the sound is always poor, for this is often far from true. Indeed, some sets give sparkling reproduction while others may give a comparatively poor rendering.

Provided the sound channel is without fault, television sound should always be better than that on medium-frequency radio and it should approach the quality made possible by the v.h.f.-f.m. sound system. A television set with comparatively poor sound, therefore, should give better reproduction than is possible from an ordinary radio set. The whole point here, then, is that television sound has a natural hi-fi potential.

Funnily enough, some of the older, console-cabinet receivers often seem to give far better sound than their more recent, wide-angle counterparts. This is forcibly revealed when an old model is replaced with the latest table model on legs. The sound quality difference is at first very striking, but is often soon forgotten in the light of the very much-improved picture—thereby proving the first statement!

Hi-fi Potential

There is a murmuring among enthusiasts and experimenters, and many of those who are hi-fi prone are taking steps to improve the sound on their television sets. Even magazines dealing with audio matters are turning their attention to the sound of television. What is more, the Third Programme of the BBC has taken up the theme and one Sunday afternoon gave out basic information on how to improve TV sound! (Donald Aldous, Technical Editor of the Audio and Record Review, in the BBC's Network Three "Sound" programme).

The spectrum of any television sound channel is sufficiently wide to accommodate a.m. sidebands extending well into the upper regions of audibility without the slightest suppression. This is possible on television because adjacent stations do not impose any response limitations.

Provided that the sound channel response does not spill into the vision channel, all is well and this gives at least 50kc/s of bandwidth—far more than required for even the best of high-quality sound circuits. Moreover, an extended sound channel response in the set is desirable to ensure that the sound interference limiter circuit works properly.

Why, then, if there exists this hi-fi potential do not the set makers take full advantage of it? The chief reason is that of economics in a very competitive field. Most of the money in a popular model goes towards the picture side and only the smallest amount possible to the sound side. On the more expensive models, of course, this is not the case. It would not be possible to combine good quality vision with hi-fi sound in a 60-odd guinea table model, for example.

When one thinks about it, modern television sets are remarkably inexpensive (taking away purchase tax), and this low price has been brought about by great economies in both design and production. The loudspeaker, for instance, in a table model may
well be extremely small and relatively inefficient; the audio section generally, including the loudspeaker transformer, is produced simply to add sound to vision and not to do reasonable justice to it; and the loudspeaker may be mounted on the side of the cabinet and radiate its sound into a wall.

Although none of these things is conducive to hi-fi sound, it is nevertheless surprising how good the sound is under these conditions; they do show, though, where improvements to the average set can be made.

So far as the programme authorities themselves are concerned, they usually transmit very high quality sound, often equal to that applied to v.h.f.-f.m. transmitters. Thus, all round there is hi-fi potential and the experimenter is in an excellent position to exploit it. Let us see what can be done.

**Better Loudspeaker**

The most elementary exercise is to employ a better class loudspeaker than that contained in the receiver. Unfortunately, space inside a table cabinet is at a premium and it is not usually possible to fit in a larger loudspeaker unit. If one of greater efficiency is employed, however, a small increase in sound quality will often result since the required level of sound is then obtained at a lower setting on the volume control, where the total distortion of the audio section is lower.

The next step up the quality ladder is to employ a really good quality loudspeaker unit loaded in a reflex or other type of enclosure as an entirely separate item. When this idea is adopted, however, care must be taken to see that the set is not too far away from the loudspeaker otherwise the disconcerting effect of sound disembodied from vision will result.

It is often possible to place the set on top of the enclosure or loudspeaker cabinet, as shown in the photograph.

**Isolation**

Most modern television receivers use the so-called a.c./d.c. technique where the mains supply is connected direct to the metal chassis of the receiver without the isolating properties of a transformer. This arrangement has much to commend it economically and it is perfectly safe provided external extension circuits are not connected to the set.

An extension loudspeaker is an external circuit and as it needs to be connected to the inside of the set it can, under certain conditions, represent a danger.

To avoid this, transformer isolation is essential. There are two ways of achieving this. One is by connecting an isolating transformer between the mains and the set and the other is by connecting a transformer between the output stage and the extension loudspeaker system.

The most inexpensive method is to use a transformer in the loudspeaker circuit. In any case, a hi-fi or better class of loudspeaker system usually has an impedance of 15Ω as opposed to the 30 loudspeaker of the set. Some arrangement for matching the 15Ω extension to the 3Ω circuit of the set is thus required for the best results.

A matching transformer with two separate and fully insulated windings (as distinct from an auto-transformer with a single tapped winding) can also serve to isolate the loudspeaker from the set.

Transformers of this kind are readily available, and one which is ideal for the purpose is the “Universal Speaker Isolating Transformer” marketed by Radiospares Limited and obtainable from most radio and television dealers anywhere in the country. This sells for about 13s. 6d., can match 3, 7 and 15Ω to any load, is rated at 5W, is double-wound and tested to the safety requirements of BS415.

It is simply connected as shown in Fig. 1 with the primary and secondary taps adjusted to give the best match between the set and loudspeaker. It is sometimes thought that the primary/secondary insulation of the set’s loudspeaker transformer is adequate for safety. This may well be in certain transformers, but unless specific information is at hand on this important parameter it is always best to play safe and fit a transformer with known insulation characteristics—it is usually necessary to interpose a matching device anyway.

Should it be decided to rely upon the insulation of the set’s transformer after all and not bother about optimum matching, any chassis connection to the secondary of the transformer must be removed—as shown by the dotted line connection in Fig. 1.

The chassis connection must not be broken, however, should it be in any way related to a negative
feedback loop, for if this is broken the audio section may go unstable; the gain will rise in any case, as also will the level of hum and distortion. Very few television sets in the popular price-group feature negative feedback from the loudspeaker secondary, but if yours does, then a matching/isolating transformer is essential.

When employing a good quality extension loudspeaker system as a sound quality aid, it pays to disconnect the set’s loudspeaker. If it remains in circuit along with the extension, its relatively low efficiency consumes extra and unnecessary power from the audio section without producing more noise, thereby making it necessary to turn up the volume control more than would otherwise be required for a given level of “domestic” sound; and the higher the volume control setting, the greater the total distortion. This is rather an important fact to remember.

The other method of achieving total isolation is by a 1:1 ratio isolating transformer between the mains supply and the set (Fig. 2). The transformer must be sufficiently large to handle the full power of the set without overheating or voltage loss. Typical examples of this type of transformer are the “Heavy Duty” 200W version (sells about £6 6s.) and the “Standard” 75W version (sells about £2 16s.) both by Radiospares Limited and obtainable through a radio or television dealer (or from our advertisers).

Mains isolation means that the whole inside of the set is adequately isolated from the mains supply and it then becomes feasible to extract the audio from across the volume control and apply it to the “radio” input sockets of a hi-fi amplifier, or to a tape recorder if TV tape records are required (Fig. 3).

New Audio Circuit

It is not suggested that the domestic set is used as a guinea-pig, but if a second set or set which is used for experiment is available, the circuit shown in Fig. 4 may prove interesting. This shows how the new Mullard PCL86 triode-pentode audio valve may be used to replace the ECL80 type of valve used in the audio section in the majority of sets. The PCL86 has a high amplification factor triode and a high mutual-conductance (slope) pentode, thereby permitting the application of liberal degree of negative feedbacks while still achieving full output from the signal present across the sound detector load.

If this circuit is employed the factors of isolation still apply, and here it is not possible to rely upon the insulation of the loudspeaker transformer T1 since the secondary winding has to be connected to chassis to obtain the negative feedback loop.

There would not be a lot of point in employing the circuit with a small internal loudspeaker. Optimum results are possible only when the circuit is used in conjunction with a good quality extension speaker system or if a 12in. unit can be fitted into the cabinet, which may be possible with an old-fashioned console cabinet of substantial construction — there are still some of these about.

If hum or frame breakthrough is troublesome in the enhanced sound channel, the main smoothing electrolyte should be increased in value. A solution is to connect an extra 100kΩ unit in parallel with the existing one; but make sure that the working voltage and ripple rating matches the original.

It is really surprising just how much the sound can be improved by the methods prescribed, and the author would not now go back to the 2½in. internal loudspeaker embodied in his set—not after operating the set on the high quality loudspeaker system depicted in the photograph.
TV ALIGNMENT

by H. W. Hellyer

PART I: SPOT FREQUENCY METHOD

This two part article is intended to supplement the series of articles "Test Gear Techniques" currently appearing in Practical Wireless, in which the author describes the types, specifications, and applications of test instruments. For more specific details of the instruments mentioned, see Practical Wireless, Jan. 1963, The Basic Meter; Feb. 1963, Multimeters; March, 1963, Valve-Voltmeters; and April, 1963, A.M. Signal Generators. Further notes on signal generators, oscilloscopes and other test instruments will appear in subsequent issues.

THIS is the hey-day of the "second set". The Post-Pilkington era, if you like. Many householders have had brand-new television receivers installed, even those for whom the u.h.f. transmissions are several revolutions of a licence date away. The old faithful TV has been relegated to lumber room or attic, as a stand-by against the dreaded day when a breakdown may occur.

In addition, many sets have been bought at bargain prices, as the result of trade-in transactions. These may be no more than middle-aged, needing only a modicum of tickling-up to bring them back to fair condition.

The time is ripe for the enthusiast to undertake a few of those jobs he could not—or dare not—tackle before. When the set being operated upon does not have to be jack in its corner before "Emergency Ward 10" begins, there is some incentive for the man of the house to take on the more ambitious repairs. Like aligning the tuned circuits—obtaining peak performance.

PROCEED WITH CAUTION

It should be stated at the outset, that re-alignment is not necessary in half the cases where it is attempted! The professional serviceman is sadly aware that a panacea for all manner of TV complaints has been the ill-considered "twiddle of a slug". Tuned circuits do not normally go out of alignment.

There are occasions when the changing of a valve may make a difference to circuit characteristics—but tolerances are such that in any set made in the past five years very little difference will be noted to the tuning if a valve is replaced—except, of course in the high frequency circuits of the tuner unit.

But, allowing for the fact that some other fellow may have had a go at the tuning, let us consider how the response, gain, bandwidth and sensitivity can be checked on our "middle-aged" receiver.

The instruments used can vary from a keen ear and the broadcast Test Card to a crystal-controlled sweep generator with marker and output level monitor, plus accurate oscilloscope and check meters.

I.F. CHARACTERISTICS

We shall deal first with the adjustment of the intermediate-frequency tuned circuits.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the "shape" of the response curve of a television receiver, important if we are to retain all the transmitted frequencies,

![Graph](image_url)

Fig. 1—Vision receiver i.f. response characteristics, as discussed in the text.
can only be obtained by "stagger-tuning," or some comparable method of broadening the pass-band. Fig. 1(a) shows the transmitted curve of a lower-sideband system, with the vision carrier at frequency V, the sound carrier at frequency S, and the bandwidth distributed so that the top of the vision curve is practically flat for 3Mc/s below and 0.75Mc/s above the vision carrier.

This suppressed upper sideband is known as the vestigial sideband, and the steepness of the falling away of the curve is carefully determined at the transmitter. At the receiver, some compromise has to be effected, and a practical curve, such as would be displayed on an oscilloscope, is shown in (b). Here, we have the sound and vision carriers received at S and V, with a 3.5Mc/s separation as before, and the top of the curve fairly flat.

Note that the dip between the sound curve and the 3Mc/s lower limit of the vision pass-band is quite sharply pronounced, and the slope of the fall-off at the upper end is such that there is a 6dB (2:1) drop in response from the top of the curve to the carrier frequency.

This is only possible by accurate tuning of the intermediate frequency transformers—and to obtain the sharp dip, the sound rejectors.

SOUND REJECTORS

Before attempting alignment of a set for which no data is available, these sound rejectors must be identified. They are not always obvious, and if it is suspected that tuned circuits have been altered, a detailed analysis of the circuit may be needed.

As a guide, the skeleton circuits of Fig. 2, show some of the methods by which various manufacturers achieved the end of preventing the vision intermediate frequencies from entering the sound channel, and trapping the sound i.f. from the vision circuits.

The efficiency of these circuits, and their number, often result in an accentuation of the vision response curve, a peaking at the point marked P in Fig. 1(b), but more often the curve will be found to shoulder off more gently as shown dotted in the same diagram.

An important part of the i.f. circuitry in any set is the sound take-off, which may be capacitive, as in Fig. 2(a), or inductive, 2(b), at a point just after the mixer. This, in practice, is usually the output from the tuner unit.

If the signal generator is connected to the mixer grid, at a test point that is generally to be found adjacent to the frequency changer valve, and a meter connected in the output of the vision channel, by one of the methods suggested in Fig. 3, these rejector and take-off circuits should be tuned as follows.

CAPACITIVE TAKE-OFF

Inject a signal at the sound frequency, strong enough to give a reading on the output meter. Tune L1 for the minimum reading. Two dips are possible: one of these is that giving the maximum sound output, the other, while giving increased sound response, should give the correct rejection of sound frequencies from the vision channel. The latter is the required tuning point. L2 is then tuned for maximum output at the vision frequency.

INDUCTIVE TAKE-OFF

The second circuit (b), is rather more complicated, though basically the same in principle. L3 is the coupling coil, which should be tuned for minimum response on the vision channel output meter at the sound frequency. L4 is the vision coupling coil, which tunes to a frequency toward the upper end of the vision pass-band, and L5 and L6 are the sound input circuit, tuned to maximum sound output at the sound frequency.

Absorption circuits may be found consisting of a "closed loop" which absorbs energy at the required rejector frequency Fig. 2(d).

The take-off may be at a later stage as in (c), where the coupling to the sound stages is between two vision i.f. valves and requires a double-tuned transformer flanked by two tuned coils. The coils are tuned to vision frequencies, but L7 is tuned to give minimum output at the sound frequency whereas L8 is tuned for maximum sound.

It is often difficult to identify these windings, without recourse to a circuit diagram and continuity tests, but if the correct tuning is not made, it is almost impossible to eliminate sound-on-vision.

In the foregoing notes, reference has been made to the "vision" and "sound" frequencies. These are, of course, the intermediate frequencies determined by the setting of the local oscillator with relation to the incoming carrier frequency.

It is not proposed to go into great detail here on this subject, and the reader is referred to the Practical Television Data Chart, given free with
the October 1962 issue, reprints of which are available for 7s. 6d. Among a host of useful data, there will be found a table of channel frequencies, and other tables giving relevant information on all television stations.

**STANDARD I.F.**

Intermediate frequencies are a different problem, for over the years there have been many variations by manufacturers, although a "standard" has now been agreed upon, 38-15 Mc/s for sound and 34-65 Mc/s for vision.

The local oscillator is above the carrier frequency in both cases.

If there is any doubt as to the i.f. employed on a particular receiver, first connect the signal generator to the frequency changer grid—or couple it to the mixer valve by a coil made from three or four turns of stiff wire wound around the valve envelope—and inject a modulated signal at the suspected sound i.f., sweeping the generator tuning over the scale until maximum response is heard from the loudspeaker.

Note: The frequency reading, then subtract 3.5 Mc/s from this and inject the new frequency, but this time note the modulation of the c.r.t. screen or take a meter reading as in Fig. 3. Even if the receiver has been badly misaligned, it should be obvious whether the vision frequency is above or below the sound.

Patient probing in this manner can tell the operator a lot—even about a receiver completely unknown to him.

**CONNECTING THE GENERATOR**

The usual precautions regarding safety must be taken when connecting these instruments. No direct earth connections must be made to the chassis of an a.c.-d.c. set. The signal generator should be connected via isolating capacitors, which can be 0.001 µF paper, or ceramic, and of at least 350 V working.

If an isolating transformer is employed for mains supply, a direct chassis connection from the screened outer of the signal generator lead can be used, but it is still advisable to retain the coupling capacitor in the "hot" lead. A dummy aerial is not required for i.f. alignment; output impedance of the signal generator is normally 75Ω.

The input signal may need to be fairly high at

![Diagram](Fig. 3—a Alternative methods of obtaining video output indications.)

first, in order to force a signal through the misaligned circuits, but as meter readings are obtained, reduce the input signal level to as low a value as is consistent with accurate indications on the meter scale, to prevent the a.g.c. circuits from coming into operation.

**A.G.C. INOPERATIVE**

The effect of the a.g.c. circuit is to damp down the response, allowing considerable mis-tuning, and an overall decrease in vision channel gain. It is therefore advisable to render the a.g.c. inoperative, either by disconnection (and shunting with a similar load), in the case of mean-level a.g.c. systems, or by applying a "backing-off voltage" where gated or keyed systems have been incorporated.

A backing-off voltage is obtained by fitting a couple of wander leads and clips to a suitable battery and then applying the negative lead to the chassis and the positive to that part of a.g.c. circuit nearest the last point of coupling, say at the lower end of the grid isolating resistor of a vision i.f. amplifier.

An indication of the voltage required can be gained by injecting a strong signal and measuring the negative voltage at this point, then arranging a suitable external positive source to counteract it.

The output meter for vision response can be connected across the video load, as at Fig. 3(a), when a reading of about 20 V would indicate peak white, this reading being the d.c. variation increasing with the signal level.

Alternatively, where a cathode modulated c.r.t. system is employed the output meter can be coupled to give a direct indication of cathode voltage at the tube base.

This is a convenient point of connection, but it should be remembered that an increase in vision signal will produce a decrease in cathode voltage. Care must be taken not to damp the video circuits, and therefore a high resistance voltmeter is imperative and short connecting leads should be used. This connection is shown in Fig. 3(b).

---continued on page 369---
CONVERTING TO BATTERY OPERATION

The following article describes the conversion of two specific television receivers to operate from 12V batteries. Other receivers could be converted, using the same basic principles.

by

J. C. Boylan

To those who have not access to mains electricity supply, a battery operated television receiver has certain attractions. The successful conversion of a mains receiver to run from 12V batteries presents an interesting problem, which the writer attempted, working on Bush TV22 and TV24C receivers. The following notes apply specifically to these two sets, but the general principles could be applied to most receivers.

The essential object was to achieve a low consumption, not only to give longer viewing per charge and to give more even performance during viewing, but to conserve the batteries. As a general rule, a lead acid battery should be discharged at a ten hour rate; a 40A hour battery should discharge at about 4A. Mains operated receivers use upwards of 120W, which would require more than a 10A consumption with 100% conversion from a 12V supply.

The direct conversion of 12V to mains voltage was considered uneconomic. Two approaches were made in tackling the work, the heater supply for the valves, and a matched h.t. power supply.

Fig. 1a (left)—The heater system of the TV24C before conversion in a series chain. Valves requiring replacement are given their original circuit reference. The rectifier V7 (PY82) is removed.

Fig. 1b (right)—The revised heater system using a series-parallel arrangement. V1, V5, V4 (main deck) and V1, V2 (receiver deck) are substitute types. Two extra resistors are used—one in series with the 6AK6 and one to balance the two sections of the heater system.
Valve Heater Supply

On a Bush model TV24C, the removal, replacement and substitution of the series wired valves was made as shown in the table. Eight valves and the tube remained, the remainder being changed to 6V valves if required.

**Receiver Deck**

V1 PCC84 replaced by ECC84  
Same base.  
V2 PCF80 replaced by ECF80  
Same base.  
V6, V10 EB91 replaced by four OA81 germanium diodes. Same bases (see text).

**Main Deck**

V1 PL83 replaced by 6AK6  
B7G base.  
V4 PL81 replaced by EL81  
Same base.  
V5 PY81 replaced by 6U4  
I.O. base.  
V7 PY82 removed.

Valve heaters on the receiver deck were wired in parallel, one side being earthed to the chassis, the other to pin 3 of the 5-pin socket. The current requirement for these valves is (ECC84) 0.335A, (ECF80) 0.43A, (EF80) 6×0.3A, a total of 2.565A.

The main deck valve and tube heaters, with the exception of the EF80 and 6AK6, were also wired in parallel, one side being connected to the switch, the other to the 5-pin socket (pin 3). These valves take (ECL80) 0.3A, (EL81) 1.05A, (6U4) 1.2A, and the tube 0.3A, a total of 2.85A.

The EF80 valve was wired between pin 3 and earth, so that the receiver deck load is increased by 0.3A to 2865. By putting 12V across the heater supply the two halves of the circuit were accurately matched. In theory, a 400Ω resistor is indicated but, due to tolerances in the valves the trial-and-error method was more practical.

The 6AK6 valve was wired in series with a 400Ω resistor across the 12V supply. The valveholder used as a replacement for the original PY81 was of the best quality, and was mounted on a light alloy bridge over the old valveholder cut-out to minimise the risk of an h.t. short. The negative lead of the 12V heater supply, which should be as heavy as and short as possible to reduce voltage drop, is connected to the chassis of the receiver. The positive lead, to which also is joined the negative lead from the power pack, is taken through a 5A fuse and one set of points in the volume control switch to the main deck heaters.

The crystal diodes were simply fitted by turning back and twisting the wire ends and inserting them into sockets 1 (Red). 1 and 5 (Red). 2 of the two valveholders from which the EB91 (V10) had been removed.

**Fig. 2—12V vibratory power unit—part of ZA21531, Power Supply and Amplifier Unit No. 1. The chokes and capacitors are not shown. A photograph of the converted unit is shown in the heading.**

It is emphasised that the correct balancing of the two halves of the heater circuit is essential. The only trouble experienced in this part of the conversion was either low signal input or loss of e.h.t. and resultant picture, depending on which half of the heater circuit was low.

**H.T. Power Supply**

Two types of “surplus” power packs were available at the time the conversion was attempted, a small 12V vibratory unit fitted as part of ZA21531, Power Supply and Amplifier Unit No. 1, and a larger and more robust power pack ZA29770 Vibratory Power Unit No. 9 for the PCR3.

The first has an output of about 110V 60mA, and by careful fitting the two units were accommodated in the one case, with the outputs series connected. Four units in two cases were sufficient to operate the receiver. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.

It was later found that the current taken by the power pack was considerably reduced by feeding the two transformers in the one case from the one vibrator. The output chokes were removed as unnecessary; with an input of 3-4A, the h.t. was found to be satisfactory.

The positive of the 12V supply to the power pack was connected to the power pack chassis, while the negative was taken to the power pack switch, and to the receiver chassis. The h.t. negative was connected to the power pack chassis, the h.t.
positive going to the original smoothing section on the receiver. Tests showed that the resistors were not required and the supply was taken direct to the smoothing capacitor.

The No. 9 power pack presented a different problem in that the output was excessive and the battery drain consequently too high. An immediate but un-economic solution was the fitting of a dropping resistance in the supply lead.

**Second Transformer**

A more satisfactory but involved method was the installation of a second transformer and rectifying bridge to work with the single vibrator. This entailed the removal of the cover from the transformer, the identification of the primary centre tap, which consisted of two twisted leads, and the separation and insulation of them. The judicious use of a small blow lamp and much patience was necessary for this work.

In this power pack, both the input and output chokes were found to be redundant. The second transformer and rectifier just fitted within the case. The final arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. The two leads from the primary of the first transformer were connected to the split centre tap of the second transformer, while the primary ends of this were connected to the vibrator points, from which the first leads were removed.

The secondaries of the transformers were connected to their individual rectifiers, the outputs being paralleled. The negative h.t. was wired to the chassis which, like the previous pack is at positive supply potential, the negative supply going to the switch and receiver.

The fact that the power pack chassis and the receiver chassis are at a 12V potential difference should be borne in mind when installing the units.

**Total Consumption**

The heater supply takes less than 3A while the power packs of either type take 3-4A; this maximum total of 7A represents a power dissipation of 84W, which is two thirds of that at which the receivers are rated. With average batteries this should give viewing up to seven hours. Nor is it necessary to use two batteries. A large capacity nickel iron battery with 12 cells, can be connected direct to the power pack (positive chassis) and an extra lead run from the chassis to the heater supply connection on the

---

*continued on page 354*
"quick-testing" the EF80

THIS INSTRUMENT WILL QUICKLY GRADE THE QUALITY OF THIS UBQUITOUS VALVE

By J. B. Willmott

The simple piece of apparatus about to be described, was assembled by the author as a result of the need quickly to check the performance of a number of EF80 valves. These valves are very widely used in the r.f. and i.f. stages of television receivers, and also as sync separators, oscillators, etc., in both commercial and home constructed designs.

Being widely obtainable from advertisers in this magazine, both as "new surplus" and "ex equipment" at attractive prices, EF80 valves are in constant demand as replacements or for new construction purposes. Naturally valves obtained on the surplus market, or from the stripping of old receivers, may vary very considerably in performance, and some means of sorting out the "good", "fair" and "reject" specimens is extremely valuable to the enthusiast.

The "goodness" of a valve is best determined by its "slope" (g_m) in terms of mA/V under actual working conditions.

For the benefit of the beginner to whom the above statement may be meaningless, it can be briefly said that the efficiency of a valve as an amplifier is determined by the amount of change in anode current resulting from a given change in grid bias voltage, usually expressed in terms of "milliamps per volt". This is, of course, the principle under which the elaborate and highly accurate (and expensive!) commercial valve testers work; these instruments must of course cater for an innumerable number of valves types, with their multiplicity of valveholders and different requirements in respect of heater voltages, etc.

Description of the Tester

All that was required by the author was a means of quick comparison between various EF80 valves, an actual reading of "g_m" in terms of "mA/V" not being necessary. The readings obtained from a brand new valve were recorded and used as a standard for comparison purposes, the other EF80's in the spares box (or subsequently acquired) were then graded "good" or "fair", and the remainder consigned to the dustbin. Valves graded "good" were then reserved for use as...
frequency changer r.f. or vision i.f. or video output stages. Those graded "fair" can then be used in positions where a slight loss in efficiency can be tolerated, such as sound i.f. or sync separator stages.

The requirements of the instrument to be constructed are therefore a comparative reading of the change in combined anode and screen grid current resulting from a change in grid bias voltage by a predetermined amount (within the normal working limits of the valve type in question). The workshop multimeter, set to a suitable range (e.g. 0 - 25mA), is connected to a socket at the rear of the instrument, and thus the cost of a "built-in" indicating meter is avoided.

Naturally, if a suitable spare milliammeter is available, together with the necessary shunt resistor to enable the desired range to be covered, its incorporation would make the unit self-contained. A further refinement would be the fitting of a suitable scale engraved "good", "fair" or "reject" once these readings had been established as a result of testing a number of valves. However, in the interests of keeping cost to a minimum, the use of the normal bench multimeter is perfectly satisfactory, and a small card showing the readings to be expected from each "category" of EF80 can be compiled and kept with the instrument for reference as required.

The Circuit Explained

Possibly the most interesting feature of the circuit employed (see Fig. 1) is the action of the function switch S1 (a/b/c). This is a 3-pole 4-way rotary switch, and is so wired that the following sequence of operations takes place as a result of clockwise rotation:

Position 1. "OFF." The mains supply to primary of T1 is broken, and also the h.t. supply line to the anode of the valve under test, while the control grid of the valve is connected to the top of R1. Thus in this position the valve is near anode current cut-off point by reason of full grid bias (some 12V on the prototype) when h.t. current is applied on turning switch to position 2.

Position 2. "WARM UP AND CHECK." Mains supply switched on to primary of T1 and h.t. circuit made to anode and screen grid via limiting resistor R4. As soon as the valve heater reaches operating temperature, a small anode current flow will be registered on the meter, this will be some 5mA or less.

Should the valve have internal electrode shorts, between grid and cathode or suppressor grid and screen grid for example, a very heavy current would flow through the indicating meter (with risk of damage to the movement) were it not for the preliminary "check" made in this position with
maximum bias and anode current limiting resistor
in circuit. If all is well, switch is then turned
to position 3.

Position 3. "TEST A." Grid bias now reduced
to approximately 3V, and the anode and screen
grid are now connected direct to the h.t. supply.
The meter reading will rise to about 20mA for
a good valve.

Fig. 4—Connections to the "function-switch."

Position 4. "TEST B." Grid bias is now
further reduced to approximately 1.5V, and the
meter reading will rise to about 25mA for a good
value.

The difference between readings "Test A" and
"Test B" then represent an indication of the
"goodness" of the valve under test.

In order to maintain the h.t. voltage, and the
total bias voltage developed across the smoothing
choke L1, which is placed in the h.t. negative
return for this purpose, within reasonably stable
limits, a bleeder resistor R5 of 10kΩ 5W (a
wirewound component) is connected across the
h.t. supply. As this component dissipates a certain
amount of heat, it is best mounted above the
chassis. In the prototype, this was done by pass-
ing a long 6B.A. bolt down the hollow centre of
the resistor, and securing the component vertically
above the chassis as shown in the plan view
Fig. 3.

Building the Tester

Actual construction of the unit is extremely
simple, and considerable latitude in layout or choice of actual components is permissible; a small mains transformer giving approximately 230V at 40mA, plus 6.3V at 0.3A at least meets the requirements for T1. The choke L1 should have a rating of 40mA and a d.c. resistance of about 400 ohms. The metal rectifier MR1 should have a rating of not less than 250V 40mA. The two filter capacitors C1 and C2 must be separate tubular type electrolytics of at least 350V working. A dual 8 + 8 component cannot be used, as separate negative connections are essential for this circuit. R1, R2 and R3 should be high stability close tolerance resistors (5% or better), otherwise considerable “drift” in readings will be experienced during the tests, which will render such readings meaningless.

Fig. 2 shows the drilling plan used in the original, and the under-chassis layout is given in Fig. 5. Full connection data for the function switch is given in Fig. 4.

Note the connections to the “thick” and “thin” sockets of the meter connecting panel on the rear chassis runner, and to its corresponding plug. To avoid any danger of wrong connections to the external indicating meter, the lead which goes to the thick plug should be of red flex (and be connected to meter positive), and that to the thin plug should be of black flex (and therefore connected to meter negative).

The use of tagstrips to form anchorage for the incoming mains supply lead, and for the terminations of the capacitors C1 and C2 should be noted. Apart from the foregoing, the only points to be observed in assembly and wiring are the usual instructions to keep wiring as short and direct as possible, and to ensure that the leads carrying the a.c. valve heater supply are pressed close down to the chassis surface, and as far away as possible from connections to the control grid (pin 2) of the valveholder.

### Converting to Battery Operation

---continued from page 350

receiver. The additional voltage available from the battery compensates for the voltage drop which occurs due to the power pack. A 12V lead acid battery could also be used, more especially if the leads are kept short and an independent supply is taken direct from the battery to the receiver heater supply.

To compensate for the undoubted underrunning of the receiver and the consequent lower sensitivity and gain, it is most important that the best possible aerial should be used.

### Converting the TV22 Receiver

The conversion of the Bush TV22 was performed along similar lines to those already described for the TV24C.

In the case of the TV22, the receiver deck had seven EF80/91 valves in parallel requiring 2½A in all, while the main deck current amounted to two ECL80 at 0½A, one EL38 (replacement for the PL38) at 1½A and the c.r.t. at 0½A; a total consumption of 3½A.

A push-pull transistor amplifier was fitted in the place of the PL33, and a silicon rectifier with ballast resistor as substitute for the efficiency diode half of the PZ30, the other of this valve the h.t. rectifier no longer being required.

This receiver, with its reduced consumption, could comfortably operate from a 12V battery, and by the addition of an FTV tuner, of the type now being advertised at a give-away price, fitted with PCG84 and PCF80 valves with series resistors in the heater supply, which for further economy could be switched off when on Band 1—makes a more convenient and attractive set for the car user.
'CATHODRAY'
VISCONOL CAPACITORS
for the most stringent conditions

The 'Visconol' Process—exclusive to T.C.C.—means greater dependability and a longer useful life than ever before. It is the answer by the T.C.C. research engineers to the insistent demand for condensers which will stand up to higher and still higher voltages. A selection from the range is given below. Features include: low power factor; complete dielectric stability; resistant to voltage surges; ample rating at higher temperatures; proof against breakdown or flash-over. Full details on request.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cap. in μF</th>
<th>Max. Wkg. at 60°C.</th>
<th>Dimens. (Overall)</th>
<th>T.C.C. Type No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Dia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-0005</td>
<td>25000</td>
<td>5 1/2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>CP57M00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-001</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>CP55Q00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-002</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>CP56V0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-003</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>CP56GO0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-004</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>CP57X0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-005</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>3 1/4</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>CP56Q0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-01</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>6 1/4</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>CP57Q0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-02</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>CP58H0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-05</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>5 1/4</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>CP58Q0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>6 1/4</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>CP58V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-25</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>CP56V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD.
RADIO DIVISION: NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3 Tel: ACORN 0061

HUGE PURCHASE OF BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES
AT RIDICULOUS PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 inch Types</td>
<td>Price from 29/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 inch Types T900, T901 and T901A</td>
<td>39/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 inch Types</td>
<td>39/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 inch Types</td>
<td>79/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE 15/- EACH EXTRA

Let us know your requirements and we will be pleased to quote

ALL BRAND NEW, BY FAMOUS MANUFACTURER
Must be sold to make room for new stocks.

LASKY'S RADIO
207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Few yards from Praed Street. PADDINGTON 3271/2
BOTH ADDRESSES OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY. Close 1 p.m. Thursday.
Please address all Mail Orders to Dept. W. at above Edgware Road address.

152/3 FLEET STREET LONDON, E.C.4.
FLEet 2833. Open all day Thursday.
Closed 1 p.m. Saturday.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12&quot;-14&quot;</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15&quot;-17&quot;</td>
<td>£5.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**With Peak Performance**

- Glass block additional.
- Delivery FREE in Lancashire.
- Processed to a Maximum High Standard and Guaranteed for 12 Months.

**Complete Televisions**

- Full Written Guarantee.
- Personal collection only.
- Full equipment.
- 12 months' Full Written Guarantee.
- 2nd-hand units.
- 1st-hand units.

**Handsets**

- 15"-17"
- 12"-14"

**Speakers**

- 14"-17"
- 15"-17"

**Large Condensers**

- Assorted electrolytics and new electrostatics.
- Assorted paper in oil and new electrolytics.

**Valves**

- 151- E.
- 151- F.
- 151- G.

**Tubes**

- 12E2, 12AU7, and 12AX7.

**Guaranteed One Year**

- 100% new parts.
- 100% new parts.
- 100% new parts.

**Write, phone, or call:**

- VICTOR ELECTRONICS
- BLACKBURN, Lancs.
- Bidwater 4247

**Duke & Co. (London Ltd.)**

- 61/9 Romford Road, Manor Park, E12
- Phone 4900/1923

**Lancashire Express**

- Delivered FREE in Lancashire.
- Processed to a Maximum High Standard and Guaranteed for 12 Months.

**SALISBURY STREET WORKS**

- Comprehensive Price List on application.
- Delivery FREE in Lancashire.

**Blackburn, Lancashire**

- Bidwater 4247

**36 Chalcot Rd., London, N.W.1**

- THE VALVE SPECIALISTS
- GUARANTEED ONE YEAR
- By letter, phone, or wire.
- P.P. 3(9.
- SAME AFTERNOON.
A bad case of picture judder in sympathy with the sound accompaniment, which disappears completely when the volume control is turned right down, is a typical symptom of television microphony.

The basic effect, of course, is sound-on-vision interference but the fact that it goes off when the sound is turned down signifies conclusively that misalignment of the sound rejectors is not responsible. It is important to remember this.

A resounding "clang" from the loudspeaker when the channel selector knob on the tuner is operated or when the chassis of the tuner or set is struck with the handle of a screwdriver is another symptom of microphony. Still another takes the form of a "howl" from the loudspeaker when the fine tuning control is adjusted accurately to the sound carrier (i.e., for maximum sound).

**Cause of Microphony**

The essential cause is that vibrations from the speaker or cabinet are picked up by a component in a "sensitive" part of the circuit and that due to the component responding in some way to the vibrations, a feedback path is established between the component and loudspeaker.

A typical feedback path is revealed in Fig. 1. Although this is not directly connected with television it at least serves to illustrate basic microphony. To an ordinary audio amplifier input is connected a microphone and to the output a loudspeaker. The microphone and loudspeaker are orientated so that sound from the loudspeaker is picked up by the microphone.

At low volume level on the amplifier this set-up may behave normally; but as soon as the volume control is advanced beyond a critical point, depending upon the power of the amplifier and the spacing and acoustical conditions between the microphone and loudspeaker, a feedback circuit occurs which is partly acoustical and partly electrical.

**Conversion**

Sound from the loudspeaker picked up by the microphone is converted into electrical signal and applied to the input of the amplifier. After amplification this is fed back into the loudspeaker and the original sound is endowed with multiple echoes. Now if the gain of the amplifier is increased or the microphone moved closer to the loudspeaker the whole system starts to oscillate on its own.

Since the feedback is partly acoustical, a howl will develop in the loudspeaker, the tone of which is governed by the response characteristics of the audio system as a whole and by the acoustics of the room. If an oscilloscope is connected across the amplifier signal circuits, oscillatory signals would also be observed here.

This, then, is the fundamental microphony concept—often called acoustic feedback or "feedback howl" by sound engineers and is well known by those who have had dealings with public address amplifiers and equipment.

**Valve Microphony**

From this stepping stone we can now see why microphony in a television set causes the symptom of sound-on-vision interference. Instead of a microphone—which is designed to respond to sound and to convert it into electrical signal—a valve often acts in the same way.

All valves are a little "microphonic", although extra special care is now being taken during manufacture to keep the microphony to the lowest possible level, but sometimes a fault develops—either in the circuit or in the valve—which makes the valve much more microphonic than normal.

This is not to mean that a valve could be put to work as a microphone on an audio system, since the response to sound vibrations even of the most microphonic of valves is many thousands of times less than that of a microphone. Nevertheless just a small response to sound vibrations is sometimes sufficient to cause trouble in certain circuits.

Changes in characteristics in sympathy with the sound or vibrations occur in a microphonic valve,
and although these in themselves do not produce a corresponding signal voltage, a signal is, nevertheless, produced due to the effect of the changes on the circuit.

For example, vibrations of the electrode structure can cause alterations of mutual conductance, anode current and inter-electrode capacitances. These alterations are fundamental to the working of the circuit, which means that amplified signals—at the vibration frequency—are created in the output circuits. Microphony may thus be considered as the production of an interference signal arising from mechanical vibration. As the basic effect is similar to that of a microphone the term “microphony” is used.

To get back to the case of sound-on-vision interference due to a microphone valve. The frame amplifier valve is usually responsible, possibly because this has a fairly high value of mutual conductance and features a rather heavy electrode assembly. Also, the valve is invariably in line with, and close to the loudspeaker, so that it is subject to maximum vibration (Fig. 2).

The resulting changes in characteristics cause a small compression and expansion of the picture in sympathy with the sound, and on the picture the effect is rather like ordinary sound-on-vision (Fig. 3).

**Locating Faulty Valve**

The most conclusive check for valve microphony of this nature is to remove the aerial, turn up the brightness until a raster is clearly visible on the screen and then tap the suspect vision valves with the handle of a screwdriver, keeping the hand well clear of high-voltage points. The microphonic valve will be revealed by the production of horizontal black bars across the raster when the defective one is tapped.

A form of interference similar to that shown in Fig. 2—Showing how the sound-on-vision interference symptom is produced by a microphonic frame timebase valve.

Fig. 3 can also be caused by “intensity modulation” of the electron beam in the picture tube. Apart from picture tube microphony, which can be proved by gently tapping the tube neck with the handle of a screwdriver while observing the effect on the picture, interference from this cause can result from microphony in one of the r.f., video or vision i.f. valves or even from sympathetic changes in the frequency of the local oscillator due to sound or other vibrations.

As an example, the symptom can sometimes be exhibited by subjecting the fine tuning control on the turret to a sharp tap when it is adjusted for optimum results on sound and vision.

To locate the faulty valve here requires the receiver to be passing a signal in the usual manner. The interference shows up best on a plain, unmodulated raster, however, such as the kind that is shown in lock by the transmission of line and frame sync pulses and a little white level, as distinct from actual picture signal. Such transmissions are often radiated just after or before a programme sequence.

Vision valves under suspicion should be tapped as before, and the valve responsible will produce dark and bright horizontal bars across the raster. It should be noted that a vision amplifier valve which exhibits microphony may work perfectly satisfactorily in another part of the circuit—in the sync separator stage, for instance. It thus pays to interchange a vision channel microphonic valve with one in a less susceptible circuit. This can save money.

If the valve is associated also with the sound channel, apart from the picture symptom a howl or ringing noise may also occur on the sound when the valve is tapped. Microphony in a valve concerned only with the sound signal, of course, will produce only the sound symptom, leaving the vision completely clear.

**Tuner Microphony**

Some old-style turret tuners are prone to microphonic disturbances, and in some cases the valves may not be responsible, even though they may appear to be excessively microphonic when a signal is tuned in. Actually, it will be found that the whole of the tuner develops a state of microphony (only when the tuner is correctly adjusted to a transmission) and lines on the picture and ringing on sound will result by tapping the tuner—or the receiver chassis near to it—at almost any point.

The first move here is to establish that the valves are free from the trouble; if they are not, then special attention should be given to the mounting of the tuner on the cabinet or chassis. On some
sets the tuner is buffered by rubber grommets and, when these get hard or perish, vibrations are easily transmitted to the tuner with bad results. The cure, of course, is to replace the grommets; they are readily available.

The frequency changer—triode-pentode—valve or stage is the most affected by microphonic troubles. This is because the local oscillator signal often becomes modulated with the vibration and thus sends the disturbance through the rest of the set to be amplified and detected as if it were a normal signal. Apart from the modulation taking place in the oscillator section of the valve, vibration of a component—usually a capacitor—associated with the local oscillator can create almost exactly the same conditions (Fig. 4).

**Frequency Change**

The sound vibrations on one of the components which control the oscillator frequency causes the frequency to change in sympathy with the sound. This, in effect, frequency-modulates the oscillator, so that after amplification and detection, there is superimposed upon the wanted sound signal the original vibrations.

If the feedback from the loudspeaker to the responsive component is large enough, conditions may exist for sustained feedback, thereby giving rise to a microphonic howl due to exactly the same conditions as illustrated in Fig. 1.

A component which has developed microphonic tendencies can be located by tapping with the end of the handle of an insulated electrician’s screwdriver, keeping the hand as far away from the circuit as possible to minimise hand capacitances effects which could suppress the trouble. Note that microphony of this kind will only show up when the set is tuned dead-on to a carrier—sound or vision, whichever the case may be—and for this reason some service technicians favour tracing microphony with an unmodulated signal applied to the set from a signal generator, for then the degree of microphony can often be varied to suit the test conditions just by altering the level of the applied r.f. signal.

**Microphonic Joints**

A certain section of the receiver can be afflicted by microphonic symptoms as the result of a dry joint or bad soldering. The defective area can usually be traced by systematic and controlled tapping with the handle of a screwdriver. The effect of the microphony will vary as the chassis and circuits are explored in this manner and when the tapping is very close to the defect even the very lightest of taps will excite the symptom in great vigour and often cause sustained microphony.

It is thus a matter of reducing the fault area by this mechanical means, leading eventually to the trial replacement of suspect components or the resoldering of suspect joints. Unfortunately there is no simpler method yet evolved of tracing and clearing troubles of this kind.

Remember that a screwdriver with an insulated handle must be used as the tapping medium, for tapping the chassis with metal would cause clicks and crackles which would over-ride the microphony effect. Also, some microphony symptoms show up only when the set is passing signal.

**Timebase Troubles**

Line timebase circuits and valves may also become microphonic (especially those related to flywheel line sync circuits) and the symptom is then a horizontal displacement of the picture. The maximum displacement of the picture due to this cause is given as approximately 1mm on a 19in. picture tube.

The vertical displacement due to similar trouble in the frame timebase should not exceed one line space for vibration frequencies up to 1kc/s.

There are various artificial in current application for the prevention or reduction of television microphony, and these include such things as antimicrophonic valves (where the electrode structure is firmly fixed and the natural frequencies of the electrodes are made as high as practicable), positioning a susceptible valve on a “quiet” part of the chassis, isolating the susceptible valve or component from vibration by means of resilient mountings or acoustical screening, damping to limit the vibration at resonant frequencies and increasing the natural frequency of vibration of the chassis or cabinet by local strengthening.

**Replacement**

The experimenter and service technician should always have these things in mind if some unusual mounting arrangement is encountered, while if the trouble occurs on home-made equipment attention as above should be considered. Early valves gave quite a bit of trouble from microphony but most modern ones are designed to be anti-microphonic and, where the symptoms have been tolerated for years, replacement with a modern valve may well clear the trouble at last!
IT has been estimated that eight out of ten television breakdowns arise wholly or partly from valve trouble. Such breakdowns may affect sound or vision or both, while the symptom may be total failure or some spurious effect superimposed upon the sound and/or picture.

This article reveals to the owner/viewer enthusiast the various methods practised by professional service technicians to determine whether any particular fault symptom is caused by valve trouble. Although television generally is a highly technical subject, the majority of receiver faults can be cleared satisfactorily with nothing more than a basic knowledge of receiver circuits coupled with a good idea of the stage-to-stage chassis layout and the valve line-up of the receiver under repair.

This must not be taken to mean that one can expect to become a professional service man almost overnight, since an intimate knowledge of many hundreds of different models plus much more than just a basic understanding of television theory are ingredients essential to money-making servicing. The “bench” professional man, of course, must be able to correct even the most complex fault on every make and model in double-quick time. Such a high degree of proficiency is cultivated from years of experience, and this is a case where experience is at least equally as important as knowledge. The field service technician does not usually require such a high degree of “skill”, for the bench man takes over if the job looks like being somewhat more complicated than a valve change.

Nevertheless, there is no reason at all why readers of this magazine—who are conversant, at least, with the basic elements of television receivers—should not be able to maintain their own receivers; and know, for instance, when the time has come to replace a specific valve.

**Stage-by-Stage Layout**

The first thing to do is to get to know your television set even though there may not yet be anything wrong with it. All models can be divided into three basic sections or departments, each section comprises certain stages and each stage usually contains at least one valve or semiconductor (e.g., metal rectifier, diode or rectifier or transistor).

Firstly, there is the section which deals essentially with the signals proper as fed to the set from the aerials (see Fig. 1). This section is made up of the aerials, the coupling diplexer (if fitted), the tuner, the common i.f. stage, the sound stages and the vision stages. The sound stages feed the loudspeaker while the vision stages feed the picture tube.

Secondly, there is the raster making section. The raster, of course, is that “lined” background upon which the picture is built. The picture tube comes into this, as also does the h.t. and l.t. power stage. In addition, the section comprises the frame timebase, the line timebase, the sync stage which locks the timebases to the picture and the extra high-voltage (e.h.t.) stage which supplies the picture tube with 14,000V or so.

Thirdly, there is the power supply section itself. This has the h.t. rectifier stage and smoothing circuits which supply high-tension to the various other stages and valves. In a.c.-only receivers this section also features a mains transformer with windings for low-tension (heater supply) as well as h.t.
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In a.c./e.c. sets a mains transformer is not used and the h.t. rectifier is fed direct from the mains supply, while the valve and picture tube heaters are all wired in series and then connected to the mains in series with a large resistor, known as the mains dropper. This ensures that the heaters pass the correct current to give the rated voltage drop across each one, and is the way that h.t. is produced in so-called "universal" models.

Valve Line-up

The next thing to do is to identify the three sections or departments and the various stages in terms of valves in one's own receiver. In Fig. 2 is shown a typical layout (Ferranti Model 14T3) which will do as an illustration. Check the stages in conjunction with the block diagram of Fig. 1.

In the tuner we have V1 and V2, which are the r.f. and mixer stages. The common i.f. is V3, while V4, V5, V7 and the picture tube represent the vision stages, and V6, a part of V9 and V10 the sound stages. All the above, including the aerial, are in the signal department.

The raster making department contains V8 the sync separator, part of V9 and V11 in the frame, V12 and V13 in the line and V15 in the e.h.t. stage.

Finally is left the power department, and this is looked after by the solitary h.t. rectifier V14. Some sets have two valve rectifiers for h.t. or one or more metal rectifiers, depending upon the type and design.

There are, of course, many more components relating to these stages: in fact, an average television receiver has about 3,000 parts, but as this article is concerned about valves we have no need to bother about the other components.

Fig. 1.—The basic stages of a television receiver which can be divided into three sections: signal; comprising tuner, common sound and vision; power, comprising the h.t. and i.f. circuits; and raster making, comprising the sync, frame, line and e.h.t. stages.

The points to note on the stage and valve identification exercise are that the sound and vision interference suppression stages are included in the signal department and the efficiency diode (sometimes called boost or recovery diode) is included in the raster-making department.

On most models the tuner looks into a single valve, which is the common i.f. amplifier, and then this splits two ways—one way going into the sound stages and the other way into the vision stages. On certain receivers there is no common i.f. stage, and the tuner stages feed two ways into the sound and vision stages.

Readers who are really keen to maintain their own sets should make a special effort to obtain a service manual or service sheet. This gives the circuit diagram of the receiver as well as the layout of the valves, from which the three departments referred to above can easily be established. It must be stressed that a knowledge of the layout of the receiver is essential before any useful maintenance work can possibly be undertaken.

Trouble in the Power Department

If anything goes wrong with the h.t. rectifier valve (or metal unit) pretty well the whole of the set is affected. If this valve is totally defunct, then there is neither sound nor vision, since there is no h.t. voltage. Note, however, that the heater of a defective valve may remain alight—a glowing heater is definitely not a conclusive indication that the valve is good.

The first indication that this valve is failing is that the width of the picture is reduced and that the width control (if fitted) is hard over to maximum. In some instances, the valve may tend to glow a purple-blue colour, showing that its vacuum is poor. At other times sparks may be seen flashing over between the electrodes, indicating that the cathode is breaking up. Take care here, though, for a short on the h.t. line could aggravate this trouble.

When the rectifier is badly gone, the height and brightness of the picture, as well as the width, will be affected. The sound may also go weak and a ripple may be heard in the background (note that a low value smoothing electrolytic capacitor could give a similar symptom).
triode-pentode is often used in which the triode is the oscillator—or part of—while the pentode is the amplifier), similar symptoms could result, but on the other hand the picture may be steady for a while when the frame hold control is turned hard against one stop. It may then roll intermittently or it may continue to roll over and over or lock halfway, as shown in Fig. 4.

Another symptom of a faulty frame oscillator valve is shown in Fig. 5. Here the picture is folded over upon itself vertical, and cannot be increased to normal height.

Total failure of the line timebase oscillator or output valve, the booster diode and e.h.t. rectifier would cut off the screen illumination completely. Apart from the e.h.t. rectifier, the other valves of this section would also prevent the normal scan, but this fault would not be seen because it is the line timebase which usually drives the e.h.t. circuit and lack of line scanning power also means lack of e.h.t. voltage.

If the line whistle can be heard (try adjusting the line hold control to reduce the pitch of the whistle), then one can be sure that the line oscillator valve is functional. If the whistle is present but the e.h.t. rectifier heater is out, the rectifier heater could be

open-circuit or there could be trouble in the line output valve or booster diode. If a nice fine arc can be drawn from the anode of the e.h.t. rectifier from the tip of a screwdriver (held, of course, with an adequately insulated handle), the e.h.t. rectifier is almost definitely bad.

Suspect the line output valve if this is badly overheating when there is no raster and when there is

---

**Raster Making Valve Troubles**

Total failure of a frame valve will cut off vertical deflection on the screen of the tube and result in a bright, horizontal line, while low emission will cause cramping at the bottom of the picture, as shown in Fig. 3. A loose electrode in the valve may cause the picture to dance up and down when the valve is tapped or in time with the sound when the volume control is turned up high.

If the oscillator section of the valve is faulty (a

---

**Fig. 2—An example of stage and valve layout (Ferranti 14T3 series).**

**Fig. 3—Compression at the bottom of the picture like this indicates that the frame amplifier valve is weak.**

**Fig. 4—If the vertical hold control will not clear this effect, the frame oscillator valve may be low emission.**
no e.h.t. pulse at the anode of the e.h.t. rectifier, but provided the line whistle is present.

Low emission of the line amplifier would give reduced picture width, while with the boost diode a vertical, bright line or band may appear towards the centre of the picture. A weak e.h.t. rectifier valve gives a dim picture which tends to "blow up" and disappear from the screen as the brightness control is adjusted. The same symptom may occur due to low emission of the line output valve or boost diode, in addition to the other symptoms mentioned.

An ageing line oscillator valve could fail to bring in line lock within the range of the line hold control, thereby giving the symptom as shown in Fig. 5. This is another symptom of a weak frame oscillator valve.

Fig. 6—Lines like these indicate that the horizontal oscillator stage is operating at the wrong frequency. If the horizontal hold control fails to clear the trouble, suspect the line oscillator valve.

Fig. 7—The symptom was caused by a heater-cathode leak in the video amplifier valve.

Trouble in the Signal Department

Neither sound nor picture would be expected by complete failure of a valve in the tuner or common i.f. amplifier stage. A worn r.f. tuner valve, however, would give a lot of picture "snow" and possibly a hiss on sound, particularly on the independent programmes.

Similarly symptoms may occur with a worn frequency changer tuner valve, but in addition the fine tuning may drift as the set warms up or it may be impossible to get the best picture and sound within the range of the fine tuning control.

An ageing common i.f. amplifier valve would not provide picture "snow" or sound hiss, but it would give a weak picture and sound. For example, a washed-out looking picture even at full contrast.

Fig. 8—A negative picture of this kind can be caused by a worn picture tube or video amplifier valve. Also check the vision interference limiter control.

Total failure of any valve in the sound stages would cut off sound altogether, while the picture would be likewise cut off due to failure of a vision stage valve. In the latter case, however, a raster (screen illumination) would be obtainable by turning up the brightness control except (possibly) in the event of the video amplifier valve being to blame.

—continued on page 379
Underneath the Dipole

BY ICONOS

THE wide differences in programme policy between the BBC and ITA become more obvious as the weeks go by. They seem to have exchanged hats. BBC producers now appear to have the freedom to put on to television more or less what they like, artistically or politically, with little thought of the consequences. On the other hand, "Auntie" ITA has become much more cautious, directing, inspecting and even banning programmes. One of the results of the Pilkington Report which has taken effect has been the gradual elimination of the Advertising Magazine programmes of the "Jim's Inn" type. I have always thought that these programmes were fairly innocuous, quite well presented and, in a way, usefully instructional. The details of how to operate a new type of vacuum cleaner or kitchen gadget have been appreciated by housewives, some of whom have said they were far more useful in a practical sense than the routine advertising commercials.

Admags and Politics

I appreciate the argument that some viewers of less sophisticated type might think that an "admag" is a genuine documentary item, the authenticity of which was endorsed by some unnamed and invisible consumers committee. The same argument could be used about many other programmes, as seen by certain sections of the viewing public. Most people, especially foreigners, still look upon the BBC as being a semi-official government department, and are puzzled when individuals on television utter opinions which are critical of the monarchy, the church, the government or the constitution of this or any other country. That is why the clever "scoop" that the BBC achieved in securing a filmed interview of M. Bidault misfired—or rather, backfired.

Co-ordination

There has been an outcry about the lack of programme co-ordination between the BBC and ITA, which was climaxed during the debate in the House of Commons on the Television Bill. At one time, this debate became a sort of extension of a typical railway compartment discussion on the 8.20 a.m. train to town. Mr. Philip Goodhart, M.P. for Beckenham, a devotee of Westerns, bemoaned the overlapping of "Laramie" on one channel with "Bonanza" on the other. M.P.'s swapped opinions about "Juke Box Jury", "TWIWTW", "Z Cars", "Coronation Street", "Monitor" and "Dateline", with all the abandonment of critical commenters, during the debate on the second reading, which lasted from 3.30 until ten o'clock. The Parliamentary Debates (Hansard) report of the occasion reveals the wide field covered, including many valuable technical points touched on by an ex-Post-Master-General, Mr. Ness Edwards. It was a good debate, marred only, I thought, by unnecessary and undeserved attacks on certain high executives of the ITA. Memories seem to be short, because these same executives had to fight battles, talk persuasively and act quickly to induce the original programme companies to take the plunge and risk a considerable amount of capital. As everyone knows, a lot of money was lost in the first couple of years of Independent Television, before the tide turned. The technical problems of the turn-over from 405 to 625 lines and colour were fully realised by many M.P.'s, especially the difficulties of networking dual transmissions on the two lines standards, which will be necessary for many years. Just think of the tasks that lie ahead for both BBC and ITA. Line standards converters from 625 lines down to 405 and vice versa will have to be temporarily located in various spots all over the network, so that in some areas, the quality of transmission may for a time deteriorate slightly until the higher standard can be sent direct all over the country on modified co-axial cable links or by microwave "hops". Transmission of 625-line programmes may be from new u.h.f. masts in many areas, to be shared by both BBC and ITA, and a great deal of technical co-ordination will have to be undertaken.

"Auntie ITA"

On the other hand, the ITA are said to have taken quick action in the case of a Granada programme The World in Action, which contained an item critical of government spending on defence, and was banned on the grounds that it did not preserve political impartiality. The ITA no doubt remember the storm which arose some years ago when a political debate in a Granada programme Under Fire got out of hand. That was in the days before programmes could be video-taped. Now regional officers of ITA frequently request pre-viewings of taped programmes of films, if they suspect propaganda, violence or any other undesirable ingredient. Clips of current films showing at cinemas are often seen in regional ITV programmes, and if these are in the "X" category, the local ITA officer usually likes to have a preview for approval, particularly if the film concerned is being transmitted before 9.00 p.m. This is as it should be.
A sequel to The World in Action defence film situation was the transmission by the BBC of this item, banned by ATV. Here was a new principle, the immediate outcome of the unlimited licence recently adopted by the BBC. That there should be one law for both is obvious. That both should be given a freedom that can be used with irresponsibility is indeed doubtful.

The Drum Beat
As to programme co-ordination between the BBC and the ITA, it is a liaison that will not be easy to achieve. It is difficult enough to arrange complete co-ordination within the framework of the ITA programmes, with their differing centres of production origination. Just how far should co-ordination go? Take the case of a recent Sunday programme, which included "Sunday Night At The London Palladium", in which the orchestra was conducted by Jack Parnell. This was followed by Leon Griffiths' satirical comedy on a secret agent theme A Love of Treason, for which Jack Parnell provided and played stylised drum rolls as a "tension" musical background, and most effective they were, too. Immediately after this ATV production, came the ABC series The Avengers, with almost identical and the gullible hotel owner by Bernard Cribbins. Mr. Cribbens is an actor to watch—he always gets the utmost from any character part he has to play. As for the idea of a satire on secret agents: well, it didn't quite come off, notwithstanding good direction and acting. Still, one left the switch on for the second dose of secret agent drama in one evening, to watch Patrick Macnee and Julie Stevens prowl around a fairground in search of an alleged corpse. This was in an instalment of The Avengers. The camera technique in this play called for many close-ups, using a style in which the lens followed the actors around. This was rather a restless method, particularly if long-focus lenses are used and the camera wobbled. I found it trying to the eyes.

Prententious Trivialities
The Avengers has achieved the distinction of being criticised in Parliament as being of trivial character. When do plays become non-trivial? When they have a message, I suppose. One of the greatest of film producers, Sam Goldwyn, once said "If I have a message—I'll send it by Western Union telegraph, not on film!". The ATV play Exits and Entrances was one of those modern plays with no beginning and no ending, and so far as I was concerned, not much middle either. There was a tedious scene between a young art student and a neglected wife, in which the writing was so muddled that it made one wonder who had okayed the script!

Modern playwrights seem to overcome the problem of leading up to a denouement by the simple process of omitting it altogether, leaving this to be supplied by the imagination of the TV audience—that is, if the weary viewers haven't already switched over to the other channel.

Triviality De-Luxe
I am determined this month to end my notes in a trivial manner by writing about a trivial play which must have pleased the large proportion of viewers who are escapists. I refer to My Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen, a comedy written by John Whitney and Geoffrey Bellman, and directed by Dennis Vance. Here was an old theme developed along new lines about a barber who attended to the tonsorial requirements of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in Downing Street. Dennis Price gave a beautifully polished and amusing performance as the barber, well balanced by Avis Bunnage's portrait of his nagging wife, and Emrys Jones as the sly lodger. Dennis Vance's direction was first class, and his use of the "Barber of Seville" music was expertly timed and added to the fun. This was played in a most unusual manner for TV plays—on the set in the studio instead of being taken from a disc or tape. My Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen was a really first-class piece of triviality which deserves a repeat. Encore!
The PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of TELEVISION

LARGE-SCREEN AND PAY TV, AND SHARED AERIAL SYSTEMS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 309 OF THE APRIL ISSUE

LAST month we dealt mainly with the design and basic construction of u.h.f. aerials and also looked in at the "communal" or "shared" aerial system. As the number of communal systems and viewers taking their signals from them is progressively rising, a little more information about them is warranted.

Fault Masking

Some fault queries from readers who are working from a communal aerial system signify conclusively that the chief trouble lies not in the receiver but in the system itself. Unfortunately, a fault on the system can often be partially masked—sufficient in some cases to provide a just-about-acceptable picture—by putting the set a little out of adjustment either in terms of video balance or tuned circuit alignment.

At the outset it must be stressed that this is a very bad thing to do or let be done. Communal systems using coaxial cable as the network medium, should always be designed in such a manner that they provide signals which do not differ in basic characteristics from those which are obtained direct from an aerial. Indeed, as its name implies, a shared aerial system (or the same thing with any other name) is, in fact, an aerial which is shared by a number of viewers.

It is nothing more exciting than that, but it can bristle with problems and make life difficult for both the operator and his subscribers if it has been badly designed and installed in the first place. Although the majority of systems are good ones, there are, unfortunately, still some bad ones, which cause some trouble to local television dealers.

Communal systems may be large or small—ranging from the town or city system to the flat or estate system. Town systems are really outside the province of the experimenter and service technician as they are usually operated by some big relay company or by a group of local traders.

Specialised Make-up

These systems are somewhat specialised in make-up and feature a very elaborate master aerial, which is invariably hill-sited in a high signal field well away from interference. This is where coaxial relay systems can be of considerable advantage to the fringe area viewer, for the master aerial is a very costly affair and if the network system is designed properly, then each and every viewer on the system is in effect using an aerial which has cost many hundreds of pounds to erect.

Moreover, each viewer has the advantage of the height of the master aerial coupled with its interference-free location. A coaxial relay viewer, therefore, is often able to obtain several more programmes—some distant channels—than his neighbour who is using an ordinary chimney-mounted aerial.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 34**—Small shared aerial system. Signals picked up by the hill-sited aerials are fed into the shielded area through coaxial cable after first being amplified at the aerial by A1 and by A2 at the start of distribution. Feeds to houses are taken through resistive taps as described last month.
Channel Changing

On large systems the Band III channels are sometimes changed to unused Band I channels to avoid unnecessary signal loss in the cable at Band III frequencies, bearing in mind that the cable loss on Band III is almost double the loss on Band I. The signals are not always converted to Band I channels, however, and some recent systems even pass the signals through the coaxial network at Band III frequencies, as well as at frequencies in Bands I and II.

Such systems thus carry, in addition to television programmes in Band II. It is not unusual for a town system to pick up Radio Luxembourg at the master aerial station and use the audio signal to frequency modulate a specially produced carrier corresponding to a spare Band II channel, thereby permitting subscribers on the system to obtain Radio Luxembourg at f.m. on their ordinary v.h.f.-f.m. sets or on the f.m. radio side of their television sets!

Pay-TV and Large-screen Programmes

Systems working in Bands I, II and III will become commonplace as television in the u.h.f. bands (Bands IV and V) develops throughout the country. This, of course, is because there is insufficient "radio space" in Band I only to accommodate all eventual programmes, including pay-TV programmes, which have now been authorised by the Government—in its second White Paper on the Future of Broadcasting—on an experimental basis.

This White Paper also gave the go-ahead for large-screen, cinema-type closed-circuit television programmes. These will probably be screened at cinemas in colour and will include programmes of local interest such as sport and plays. Again, the coaxial relay system may well be called upon to help with the distribution of this kind of local programme material.

Flat Systems

Small local systems, on the other hand, are far less complex than the town system. Many experimenters and service technicians have been responsible for bringing good reception to nearby neighbours by mounting a common aerial system on a local hill and feeding the signals to a group of would-be viewers—who are otherwise cut off from the signals due to screening by the local hill—through coaxial cable (Fig. 34).

Exactly the same idea is employed in a block of flats and for this reason the small system is often called the flat system (Fig. 35). This smaller kind of system does not usually convert to Band I channels for distribution but puts out the Band III programmes at their original frequencies.

Neither is it necessary to feature network automatic gain-control on small systems, though it is required in most of the larger systems to combat the change in attenuation of the main cable as its temperature varies throughout the day and night, summer and winter.

Full design considerations for a small local communal aerial system are given in Fig. 36 and this should be of considerable assistance to the experimenter who feels that he would like to help his neighbours obtain better reception while also improving his own. The plan is for three television programmes plus the f.m. sound programmes in Band II.

All conditions cannot, of course, be represented, but once the basic principles are understood the plan is easily alterable to suit any particular set of conditions. The television programmes are the BBC in Band I, the second BBC in Band IV or V and the IFA in Band III.

Owing to the high cable loss at ultra-high frequencies (approximately five times the lost at 50Mc/s at 1,000Mc/s in Band V) the second BBC programme is translated (converted) down to an unused channel in Band I (or in Band II). The Band I BBC programme is put over at its natural frequencies, as also is the Band III ITV programme.

In areas of weak signal field it is necessary to step up signals actually at the aerials to values suitable for working the main distribution amplifiers. Where the signals are strong, however, aerial amplifiers are not necessary, the aerial then being coupled direct to the main amplifier.

Fig. 35—Flat system. Here the master aerials are mounted on the roof and the signals are divided between two amplifiers A1 and A2. Each amplifier feeds its own main cable which is tapped for signal at each dwelling. In some systems a single amplifier system is used and the two main cables are then fed through a circuit splitter (see Fig. 36).

The object of the exercise is to ensure that the most distant viewer gets a signal of approximately 1,000µV on each vision channel (with the sound signal approximately 6dB down—half the vision signal). Now as the maximum cable attenuation occurs on the Band III channel the calculations are usually based on the losses at the corresponding frequencies and the gains of the Band I amplifiers are reduced by about 6dB to equalise the signals in all channels at the end of the line.

On the plan in Fig. 36 the Band III aerial signal is 250µV. This is stepped up eight times (18dB) by the aerial amplifier so that the main Band III
amplifier receives 2,000μV (e.g., 2mV) of signal. The main amplifier steps up the signal by a further hundred times (40dB) so that a signal of 200mV is produced at the output.

The signal is cut by half (6dB total—note that decibels add) by the combining filter and splitter together so that each main cable starts off with 100mV of signal. Now as the signal travels along the cable so it is weakened and the amount that it is weakened depends upon the length of the cable, frequency and the number of viewers tapped off the cable.

Each subscriber tap extracts the required amount of signal from the main cable to give 1mV of signal at the top channel and because the signal level falls progressively along the cable it follows that taps with graded values must be used from the start to the finish of the line.

The greater the loading given by the tap the greater is the loss that reflects into the main cable. Thus we have the cable loss plus the loss (overall) introduced by the taps. In the plan we have supposed that each main cable with its tap loadings drops the signal ten times (20dB) from the start to the finish.

This means that the 100mV of launching signal is down to 10mV at the end of each cable. A further 20dB is introduced by the final tap, meaning that the final subscriber on each cable gets 1mV vision on the top channel, which is what we set out to achieve in the first place.

Exactly the same happens on the other programmes but the lower Band I frequencies mean that the cable loss is less so, depending upon the actual aerial signal on the other programmes, the main amplifiers usually require a smaller gain setting than that used on Band III.

On simple communal aerial systems the signal for viewers is often extracted from the spur or main cable via a resistive take-off as shown in Fig. 37. The value of R governs the amount of signal taken from the cable and the amount of signal extracted governs the degree of loading loss due to the tap. Taps are readily available from all the firms dealing with equipment for coaxial relay and communal aerial systems.

Such firms as Belling and Lee, Teleng, Aerialite and others also have a full range of suitable amplifiers for use in the smallest to the largest of systems. It should be noted that a Post Office relay licence is required to operate a largish coaxial relay system (coupling two or three dwellings from a shared aerial does not usually attract a licence, however) and before such a licence is issued the system has to conform to certain technical standards.

**Inter-modulation**

One of the single biggest problems of coaxial relay systems is inter-modulation (sometimes called cross-modulation). The symptoms are a ghost image of an adjacent channel station drifting to and fro across the wanted picture and vision buzz on the sound. This effect may occur in varying degrees depending upon how far the viewer is away from the master aerial, the number of programmes carried on the system, how well the system is engineered and so on.

Coaxial systems should give pictures at least as good—and with less interference—as those obtainable from elaborate domestic-type aerials. The inter-modulation effects described should not be noticeable on a normal picture and sound.
there are troubles here then it in the interests of all the other connected viewers that a complaint is put in to the company or firm running the system.

**U.H.F. Tests**

To end this article on aerials and signals it is interesting to hear of tests carried out by Messrs. Aerialite at relatively large distances from the u.h.f. station. At the time of the tests the station was operating at an e.r.p. of 160kW and the aerial employed was an Aerialite 45/11 Yagi array with folded dipole and mesh reflector mounted at a height of 30ft for reception.

![Fig. 37](image)

**TV ALIGNMENT**

---continued from page 347

A third method is to obtain a reading of the video current, as in Fig. 3(c), by breaking either the anode or cathode circuit of the video amplifier and inserting a milliammeter. Again, an increase in signal will produce a peak. The range switch of the meter should be set so that the maximum deflection accuracy is obtained, i.e. the peak or dip should be arranged to fall within the middle third of the scale.

When applying the signal to the vision circuits, switch off the signal generator modulation, to avoid spurious readings. Keep the generator tuned to the required frequency for the tests being made—it is extremely difficult to reset the generator scale with the accuracy necessary for correct alignment.

Thus, when adjusting the sound rejectors, select the sound i.f., inject the unmodulated signal and adjust for minimum reading of the vision output meter, then, without altering the generator setting, switch on the modulation and tune the sound circuits for maximum output.

**MONITORING SOUND OUTPUT**

The sound channel can be metered by the normal radio receiver practice of connecting an a.c. voltmeter (low range) across the secondary of the output transformer, or by switching to a higher d.c. range and then connecting the meter to the anode of the sound output valve via a 0.1µF capacitor. Trusting to one's ear is not suitable for television alignment, as the tuned circuits need to be accurate to prevent spreading of the pass band, with the resultant buzz of vision-on-sound.

The tests confirmed particularly that coverage on the u.h.f. bands is not likely to be restricted to line-of-sight paths—as was first thought—nor to locations situated within a radius of 10-20 miles from the stations. In general the tests revealed that the pattern of u.h.f. reception follows that of reception on Channel 9 in Band III but often being of better quality and less subject to interference. In some screened sites signals were proportionately below the Channel 9 level, but this condition was rare.

Good pictures and no interference were obtained at a distance of 52 miles from the transmitter at an elevation of 200ft above sea level—actually in the Didcot area. The tests confirmed, however, that aerial placement and orientation are much more critical than at Bands I and III. Large variations in signal level were observed by moving the array less than a foot in locations of standing wave conditions.

It would thus appear that site probing will be essential at locations towards the edge of the service area to really secure the best possible signal/noise ratios. But the extra distance per transmitter angle looks like being advantageous and may mean that in several years' time more than just one u.h.f. station may well be receivable in any given local area.

(Editorial Note: A full report of the Aerialite tests was published in our March issue.)

**CONTINUED NEXT MONTH**

**REJECTOR CIRCUITS**

Aerial injection and the setting of trap circuits follows the normal procedure. There will be found a number of second-channel rejectors and intermediate frequency trap circuits, varying between models. Final setting of these rejectors is always best done on the test card or transmitted signal, to allow for local conditions. More will be said about this in the final part of this article, when we deal with visual alignment, with the aid of the sweep generator and oscilloscope.

**PART TWO Follows NEXT MONTH**
With reference to Fig. 6, an ECL80 was used in earlier models, not only in place of the PCF80 but also in place of the ECH83; this was the 1768U series. If the PCF80 and PL36 are in order check the PY81. If a slight line whistle is audible denoting that the oscillator is working and the above valves are in order check the 0.056uF boost line capacitor, C82.

With the cabinet on its side, line output uppermost, tuner to the bench, C82 is the top component on the left (front) tag strip. C83 (0.027µF) is immediately below this and although it is not concerned in the fault of no picture it is often responsible for lack of height and low volume (when the two are experienced together).

It shorts to the h.t. line thereby dropping the available voltage for the height control, focus, first anode and audio stage severely. The focus and brilliance of the picture are not as severely affected as may be thought.

Still on the absence of e.h.t., however, if C82 and the valves are in order check C503 (50pF 4kV) and C502 (100pF 4kV) which sometimes break down. These are in the line transformer housing.

If all these points are in order it is reasonable to suspect shorted turns in the line output transformer itself.

**Line Hold**

If the line hold is at the end of its travel check R60 (220kΩ) which is the second resistor from the top with the underside viewed as previously described, behind the hold control.

Then set the hold control midway, remove the strip from the rear centre of the chassis and adjust the core of S31-S32 for a locked picture.
Frame Hold

If this control is at the end of its travel, check R109 (2.3MΩ) which sometimes goes high. Check R108 (3.3MΩ) if necessary which forms with R109 a potential divider between h.t. and chassis, the hold control being taken from the junction. Check V13 ECH83 and V14 PCL82 if necessary.

Lack of Height

This symptom has previously been referred to but if the boost line voltage is normal check R111 680kΩ from pin 9 of the PCL82 to the height control.

Picture Normal, No Sound

Most often this is caused by V5 PCL83 failing and a replacement usually restores normal conditions. The sound may not fail completely but may still be available but extremely weak.

The rule is to check the PCL83 first. If the fault is illusive, the output stage may be checked by making a hum test at the volume control, which is fairly accessible. If there is no response at all and the PCL83 has been checked, take a voltage reading at pins 8 and 6 of the valve base.

If h.t. is at 8 but not at 6, the sound output transformer winding is probably o/c. If there is no voltage at pin 8 check R46 (330Ω) and if this is charred check C21 for shorts.

Bottom Compression

This is usually due to the PCL82 failing in emission or C95 (100uF 25V) becoming o/c. In these receivers the bias resistor is of a higher wattage rating than is sometimes found in other receivers and does not change value so readily.

Sound Normal, Picture Weak

With a normal raster display, but a very weak picture with poor sync, attention is directed to C47 (100uF, 12V), which decouples the video amplifier cathode, and the OA70 vision detector diode (X1).

Also check the tuner unit valves, all three vision strips (V6, 7 and 8) EF80 valves and their supply voltages. H.T. should be recorded at pins 7 and 8 and cathode bias at 1 and 3.

Also check R311 which is a 6.8kΩ 1W high stability resistor in the tuner to pin 1 of the PCF80 base, via the contact strip.

If the output is in order check the response from pin 2 of the PCL83 base. This should give a loud response when touched but if the response is distorted check R21, which can, and does, go high causing excessive limiting action and distortion on strong signals.

If the response is normal, however, check V4, EBF89 and V3, EF80 and their voltage supplies. A loud howl is sometimes experienced which worsens as the volume is advanced. This is invariably due to C20 (100uF 25V) becoming o/c.

No Sound or Vision Signals

When the raster is displayed on the screen but no sound or vision is received, although the aerial is known to be in order and the channel selector is properly set to either local channel, check the tuner

---continued on page 380---
ECKO T415

Could you please tell me if there is any adjustment for linearity on this set. About a quarter of the picture is slightly extended at the bottom, but otherwise both line and frame linearity are good.

I have had the valves tested and found them to be in order.—L. Welldon (Greenford, Middlesex).

The frame linearity controls are the pre-set resistors, RV10 and RV71 on the upper half of the timebase printed panel.

PYE CTM 17F

When first switched on the picture appears at normal size, but after several minutes the picture gradually gets smaller, until is only about 10in. in width.—R. E. Webb (Chepstow, Monmouthshire).

Suspect a faulty PL81 line output valve, or change of value of its 4.7kΩ screen grid feed resistor. Also check that the FC31 metal h.t. rectifier has not become low in output.

FERGUSON 306T

Is it possible to increase the emission of the c.r.t. on this set, and if so, what is the correct procedure?—G. F. Comley (Trowbridge, Wiltshire).

It is quite in order to increase the tube current by means of a 5kΩ, 10W resistor wired from the mains dropper or voltage adjustment panel to the c.r.t. base, as is the case of all a.c./d.c. receivers, with the tube heater connected one side to chassis.

SOBELL T191

On first switching on, the BBC sound (channel 5) is very weak, while on channel 11 it is quite normal. After a few minutes the sound on channel 5 comes on suddenly at normal strength. Also, the BBC sound is always slightly distorted.

B. W. Sansam (Peterborough, Northamptonshire).

To correct the weak sound, set the channel selector to channel 5 and adjust the finer tuner control to its mid-way position. Remove the side panel and retune the oscillator coil core, near the spindle.

With regards the distortion, check the 3.3MΩ resistor, R86 to the OA81 sound noise limiter diode on the lower left side.

DECCA DM/14

I understand that I can change the 14in. c.r.t. in this set for a 17in. tube. Can you confirm this?

The c.h.t. is 15kV and the width control seems to be effective enough to give plenty of width.—H. R. Pascoe (Plymouth, Devon).

It is quite true that a 17in. c.r.t. may be fitted to this set, e.g. the MW 43-64 or MW 43-69, if the cabinet and mounting difficulties can be overcome. The scanning angle is the same and no electrical modifications are necessary; merely ensure that pin 7 of the c.r.t. base is connected to pin 11 or to pin 10.

PHILIPS 1768U

This fault is not permanent, but comes and goes and sometimes lasts for a few hours. When the fault is present, two black lines appear across the screen. They are both horizontal and
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about ½ in. in width. One is positioned in the centre of the screen, while the other is about 4 in. lower. — R. Phillips (Llanharan, Glamorganshire).

The trouble could be due to a faulty PCL82 in the centre of the chassis, a dry joint associated with the base or a poor contact in the height or frame linearity control.

**EKCO T164**

The frame hold adjustment seems to be very critical and requires frequent adjustment to correct frame slipping.

I have substituted V12 (the sync separator valve) but without any effect. I have also replaced R63, R66 and R71 as their values had altered. I have checked the values of C64, C65, C68, C70, C72 and C79, all of which appear to be correct. — W. Bateman (Horsted Keynes, Sussex).

Check the Q3/4 interlace diode, which should be found on the underside of the set near the frame oscillator transformer.

**FERRANTI TC1063**

Occasionally, after first switching on, the sound will come up some five minutes after the picture. It then comes on very slowly as though a valve was just warming up. — J. W. Whitfield (St. Albans, Hertfordshire).

Indeed, the trouble described could, in fact, be caused by a “lazy” valve in the sound channel. Look in at the valves just after switching on, making sure that they all light. If one of the sound channel valves remains cold for the period that the sound is off, then that valve should be replaced. Otherwise, we would suggest that you have the valves tested by a dealer and replaced if weak.

**FERGUSON 992T**

Basically the picture is perfect, but whenever there is any sound, flashes of light cross the screen. These flashes increase in number and intensity as the sound gets louder. — G. Byrne (Gourock, Renfrewshire).

Remove the rear cover, and with the set working, adjust the tuning knob in the rear right-hand corner of the chassis for the best picture and minimum sound interference on the picture.

**PYE VT17**

Present on the screen of this set is a vertical white line, about ½ in. wide, and 3 in. from the left-hand side of the screen. This only appears on channel 9. Its position can be changed by altering the line linearity control, but this also results in bad cramping of the picture. The line hold and width controls have no effect on the fault, nor does reducing contrast.

I have changed the following valves with no effect: PL81, PF81, PCF80 (line oscillator) and PCF80 (frequency changer). — E. J. Sibley (London, S.E.4).

You should change the 0.05 μF efficiency diode capacitor. This is mounted on the line output transformer, just behind the PY81.

**DECCA 101**

I wish to fit a CRM 123 c.r.t. in place of the CRM 92 tube in this set. Can you please tell me what alterations I shall have to make? — J. Eldridge (Enfield, Middlesex).

Electrically there is no difference in tube circuitry, but the 12 in. tube will not give a very bright picture, as it has an aluminised screen and the Decca produces only about 7kV of e.h.t. — the 12 in. tube requiring about 9kV for full brightness.

**KB MV30**

The picture on this set is extended at the top and slightly cramped at the bottom. Adjustment of the frame linearity control has no effect on this. — R. Mills (Bilston, Midlothian).

If the frame linearity control has no effect at all, then suspect the control and/or associated components for a fault. If, however, there is some change of linearity when the control is adjusted the trouble could still be alteration in value of associated component, but most likely low emission of the frame output valve is responsible. Check this valve and replace if low.

**McMICHAEL CR317**

The picture and sound will fade simultaneously, but both can be made to return to normal by switching on and off any other light or appliance in the house, either on the lighting or power circuit. — T. C. Bush (Merthyr Tydfil, Glamorganshire).

If the receiver is still in its original condition (i.e. BBC only) you should check V1, V2 and V3 (all EF80’s) on the right side and see that these and V4 (EF80) are secure in their sockets. Clean the pins if necessary and check the associated capacitors and feed resistors.

It is only necessary to check the aerial input and up to the common i.f. stage (V4).

**PHILIPS 1758U**

The sound seems normal on this receiver, but the picture has a tendency to pull to the left. The line hold control has most effect on this in its mid-way position.

All the valves have been checked by substitution but without throwing any light on to possible faulty component. — J. Donaghy (Dungannon, Co. Tyrone).

The fault may well be due to reflected signals received by the aerial. If there is a light bar down the left side there is evidence of ghosting, and the picture mainly pulls when there is white content on the right, then the aerial should receive attention and should be retilted.

If there is no evidence of ghosting, check the 47pF line sync feed capacitor to the PL81 valve base.
SOBELL T171

When first switched on, the picture comes up split vertically, and no adjustment of the horizontal control will remedy this. After a short while, however, the picture moves over to fill the screen, and stays perfect for the rest of the time it is on. The ECL80 has been replaced, as have the resistors R58 and R59, but with no success. Lately the time the fault takes to correct itself has increased.—T. E. Smith (Atherton, Lancashire).

We would advise you to check the 6.8kΩ screen resistor to pin 8 of the PL81 and the PL81 itself.

ULTRA VT8-14

The picture suddenly collapsed to a horizontal line, about ¾ in. in width and positioned about half way down the screen.—E. G. Dixon (Salisbury, Wiltshire).

What you describe is a failure in the frame time-base. You should check the front right side 6K25 and 20P3 valves, the 0.5µF capacitor between the valve bases, the anode 2.8kΩ 10W resistor of the 20P3 and the 40µF capacitor in series with the frame scanning coils.

ENGLISH ELECTRIC 16T11D

Could you explain why this set suffers from lines on vision on ITA but not on BBC? I can reduce the effect of these lines slightly by careful adjustment of the gain and fine tuner, but this is never permanent.—H. Kirby (London, N.3).

The 16T11D was originally a BBC-only model. If an external converter is used for ITA reception, the pattering is due to BBC breakthrough, either being picked up on the converter to receiver coaxial stub, or by the r.f. stages of the receiver. As the BBC usually finishes transmissions before the ITA, note whether the effect stops at this time.

EKCO TC 220/1

The U191 runs red hot when the set is on, but it appears normal when the top cap is removed. This valve has been changed, but the fault remains. I have also changed the line output transformer and the 30P4.—W. H. Newcombe (Swansea, Glamorganshire).

Suspect a faulty linearity coil or width coil. The linearity coil frequently slides down its core and shorts to chassis, and is often repairable.

BUSH TV43

This set had been giving very good service, until recently, when on switching on, I found that I could receive sound only, the screen being blank except for white lines across the centre.

I have tested the PY81 and PL81 valves, but without finding the fault.—J. Cooper (South Shields, Co. Durham).

You should check the ECL80 valve in the right side and if necessary, check the associated controls and transformer.

The fault is one of frame timebase failure. The ECL80 is the frame oscillator output valve.

KB OV30

I recently replaced the tube in this set and since have found the picture to be vertically elongated, leaving a black band visible down each side of the screen.—P. Bell (Greenford, Middlesex).

We presume the horizontal linearity control, the width and the mains voltage adjustments are correctly set. If so, check the 50CD6G and the 12kΩ screen dropping resistor to pin 8 of this valve. Check the h.t. voltage and if this is much under 200V, change the RM4 metal rectifier.

SOBELL SC24

Recently, my aerial fell from its fixing on to a metal roof. I presume that this was the cause of the set’s fuse blowing. I replaced the fuse, after re-assembling the aerial in the attic, but there is now no trace of a signal, neither sound or vision on BBC. ITA, however, is perfect. I have replaced the tuner valves, but still there is nothing on BBC.—I. Davies (Southport, Lancashire).

We presume that when the aerial fell, the set was switched to BBC. In the first place, the fact that the aerial fell should not have blown the fuses. The fact that it did means that the aerial isolating capacitors (470pF) have shorted (at least one of them). Check these (on the aerial panel) and the BBC coils on the tuner, ensuring that the coils’ ends have not been blown away from their soldered connections.

FERGUSON 206T

I would like to replace the PCC84 r.f. amplifier valve with a 30T15. Can this easily be done?—G. R. Hughes (Bangor, Caernarvonshire).

Replacing the cascode valve with a frame grid specimen usually demands circuit alterations. However, you can try such a substitution and adjust the aerial and r.f. coil slugs for the best signal/noise ratio and sensitivity.

LAWSON

DIRECT REPLACEMENT TELEVISION TUBES
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DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE
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D. & B. TELEVISION

( Wimbledon) LIMITED

Dept. B.12

131 & 131A Kingston Rd, South Wimbledon, London, S.W.19

"Compare our prices with any others."

For more Transistors and Components see our advertisement in "Practical Wireless".

For the FINEST SERVICE in the COUNTRY. We are open from 10 a.m. until 7 p.m.—1 p.m. Wednesday. For any information or problems you have, call or Phone, we are always pleased to help.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SCAN COIL SPECIALISTS

' EMERSON. All models available. T36, T37, T38, T39, T40, T41, T42, T43, T224 FM 70/6, T265, T299 57/6.

RUSH, TV36, TV46, TV66, 87/6. TV65, TV66, 92/-.

All models available.

CONSOM, 840, 893, 894, 895, 903, 908, 909, 908/6. All models available.

DECCA, DM4/3, DM14, DM17, 7/8, DM46, 85/6. All models available.

EMERSON, All models, 52/6.

EKO, T221, T233, T234, T236, TC67, 85/6. All models available.

FERGUSON, 862, 894, 895, 895/6, 898, 899, 900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 91/6.

FRENS, T4, T5, T7, T73, 17K3, 40/6, L1, 1001, 1002, 57/6. All models available.

THIS LIST IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE. If you do not see what you require, please send S.A.E. for quotation. We stock all types of valves, coils, frame and Line Blocking Geo. Transformers. If it's Television—We stock it. Trade inquiries welcomed at Special Rates.

SURPLUS OR EX. EQUIPMENT VALVES GUARANTEED 3 MTHS., NEW LOW PRICES


PETE SCOTT. All models available.

PHILCO. All models available.

PAM. All models available.

PILOT. All models available.

PYL, CT84, V4, V74, V7, V77, 56/6, CW17, CT67, 57/6.

SORELL, TS17, 7/3, 7/9, 6/3, TV36, TVG36, TV43.

SUINO. All models available.

VIDOR. All models available.
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TEST CASE

Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based on actual practical faults.

After several years a receiver started producing the symptom as shown in the diagram (Fig. 1). Here the illumination gradually spreads across the screen with uneven edges—rather like water dispersing on a greasy plate—as the set warms up.

What is the cause of this trouble and what steps can be taken—if any—to clear it?

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the solution.

Fig. 1—See text

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE—5
(Page 328, last month)

Some receivers featuring flywheel line sync circuits employ a reactance valve across the line oscillator frequency-governing elements. The reactance valve "looks" to the oscillator as a capacitance and thus to some extent governs the frequency of oscillation.

The value of the effective capacitance of the reactance valve is varied by altering the grid bias voltage about a mean negative value. With the normal standing bias the capacitance is such that the oscillator frequency is for correct line lock with the line control at range centre. As the line lock control is adjusted either side of optimum, so the bias applied to the reactance valve is decreased or increased, thereby resulting in a manual variation of the line frequency.

The circuit also features a phase discriminator employing two diodes, and is fed with the line sync pulses and pulses from the line output stage. Now when the output stage pulses are perfectly in step with the sync pulses, zero voltage is produced by the discriminator. However, should the pulses tend to drift out of step, a negative or positive voltage is created by the discriminator. The voltage is fed back as grid bias to the reactance valve in such a way that any drift in the frequency of the oscillator is automatically corrected in terms of the effective capacitance across the tuned elements being altered accordingly.

The most susceptible part of the circuit is the grid circuit of the reactance valve, for any spurious signal here will result in random alterations of capacitance across the oscillator tuned circuit. Damping is thus employed, and this often takes the form of a resistor in series with a capacitor being connected between the grid and chassis.

If the resistor increases in value or the capacitor goes open-circuit, "hunting" of the nature described last month, is almost sure to take place. In circuits using a pentode reactance valve, the electrolytic capacitor decoupling the screen grid can also cause the effect if open-circuit or low in value.

A weak picture tube or video amplifier valve often gives a negative picture, as shown in Fig. 8. But remember that this fault can also be caused by a badly adjusted vision interference limiter control.

Heater Faults

Always bear in mind that failure of the heater of just one valve or the picture tube will cause all the heaters to go out in a.c./d.c. receivers (but not, of course, in a.c.-only models which have a winding on the mains transformer to energise the parallel-connected heaters).

A heater/cathode short in certain valves of such a set will bypass a section of the series-connected heater chain and cause the valves to go out while causing those remaining in circuit to glow extra bright.

VALVE TROUBLES

—continued from page 363

If a sound stage valve is low emission the sound will be weak and probably distorted as well, depending upon which valve is responsible, but the picture would not normally be troubled. Conversely, a bad vision stage valve would give a weak picture while the sound remains normal.

Poor insulation between the heater and the cathode of a vision stage valve may give the effect as shown in Fig. 7. This, in fact, was produced by a heater/cathode leak in the video amplifier valve. In the sound channel, the symptom would be a rough ripple and possibly distortion accompanying the sound.

If the heater of a voltage valve is shorted, the reactance valve "looks" to the oscillator as a capacitance.
Letters to the Editor

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of ex-Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also unable to publish letters from readers seeking a source of supply of such apparatus.

PIRATE VIEWERS

Sir,—Many readers will surely share the indignation of your correspondent Mr. K. H. Wilson (April issue) who wrote to you on the subject of pirate television viewers.

The fact that many otherwise respectable persons are guilty of this mean offence and can apparently sit back after night enjoying entertainment without any qualms, throws light on the extent to which the development of social conscience lags behind the advancement of material and technological standards.

The weakness of the present system, it seems to me, is in relying (in the first instance) on the individual to apply for a licence when a receiver is first installed in his home. I suggest the solution here is to make it compulsory for manufacturers to provide a registration card with each new receiver (radio or television). This would be an official "post paid card" and could quite conveniently be in the form of a tear-off section of the normal instruction card or booklet. Upon the sale of a receiver the retailer would fill in the model and serial number together with the name and address of the purchaser, complete the address on the other side by adding the name of the local town and then put the card in the post. The retailer’s duty and responsibility would finish here. In the event of no licence being taken out within, say, the next seven to 14 days, the local post office could initiate their own enquiries.

I appreciate that this suggestion will meet with opposition from the retail trade—and one can sympathize to some extent with the view that this is solely the affair of the Post Office and that private business people should not have to act (or appear to act) as agents of a government department. Nevertheless, the above proposition has, I believe, distinct advantages and should be perfectly simple and straight-forward to operate.

This system would, of course, apply also to receivers supplied upon a rental or hire-basis, and the local post office could arrange for retailers to be kept supplied with additional registration cards to cover the sale of second-hand receivers.

It would seem reasonable to expect the administration cost of such a system to be more than offset by the saving effected due to the abolition of the Detector Van organisation, while the re-deployment of the skilled personnel now engaged upon this work would not, I venture to suggest, embarrass their employer in this age of great technological expansion.—L. P. Butterworth (Bath, Somerset).

FREAK RECEPTION

Sir,—I was very interested in a reader’s letter in the March issue concerning freak television reception and I thought that the following notes might be of interest.

My house is situated in a valley, with hills on three sides, but in spite of this, first-class pictures can be received on channel 9 (Stockland Hill, ITA), channel 10 (St. Hilary, ITA) and channel 5 (Wenvoe, BBC) at all times of transmission. Also slightly grainy pictures, though still very acceptable, are received on channel 11 (Chillerton Down, ITA), channel 2 (North Hessary Tor, BBC), channel 3 (Rowbridge, BBC) and channel 4 (Hastings, BBC). All these stations have been checked when the appropriate test cards were being transmitted.—R. G. Widger (Beaminster, Dorset).

SERVICING TELEVISION RECEIVERS

— continued from page 371

unit valves as previously described and then make a more detailed examination of the tuner.

Check R311 in particular and ensure that all the contacts are making. Some types of tuners have a row of contacts which are engaged by pegs on the channel strips where these are of the printed type.

Quite often one of the pegs is found broken away and although this would only affect that particular channel, it may have been forced through the contacts, distorting them in doing so and thereby rendering the other channels inoperative.

On this type of tuner individual oscillator core adjustment is not available and the tuning is set up on channels 4 and 11, the fine tuner range then covering the correct tuning for each channel as selected.

Earlier models used normal coil biscuits which enabled each oscillator coil core to be separately aligned. This is done by selecting the desired channel, removing the centre brass ornamental screw and then the cover knob. Using a thin plastic knitting needle with a shaped end, insert into the hole at the 5 o’clock position and tune for maximum sound.

If the needle won’t go in, rotate the fine tuner until it can. There is no need to remove the tuner unit assembly to do this operation.
**VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE! NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!**

1AS, 1AT, 17A, 18A, 19A, 2AS, 2AT, 8BN, 8BP, 8BQ, 2DS, 2DJ, 2DB, 2DQ...

BP25...6LD20...6K8G...6K7G...6F13...6CDBG...6BW6...12K7GT...6BJ6...5/9 ...

EBE6...EAT6...6AQ5...6AM6...6AL5...eZ4G...5V4G

**TELEVISION TUBES AT THE LOWEST PRICES!**

- **14 inch**...£21.9
- **17 inch**...£41.0
- **19 inch**...£51.0
- **21 inch**...£61.0
- **23 inch**...£10.0

With years of experience and improved production techniques Tates guarantee first class rebuilt tubes with extra fine definition and brilliance—in spite of their low cost.

Guaranteed for 12 months. Prompt Delivery.

**ORDER NOW from Tates**

**Tubes** Guaranteed 12 months

Passgr. carr. free

**COMPLETELY REBUILT & RESCREENED**

**BRAND NEW 12" MW31-74**

**LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS**

- **Bash**, TV 1A...B 12A...B 19A...B 28A...E 948...B 38A...B 47A...B 48A...
- **Cash with Order.**
- **Carriage and Insurance**

7/6 B.R.S. 12/6 Pass. Train

Please supply the following (10/- deposit returned on receipt of Salvage glass)

- **Box**
- **Carriage**

3, Waterloo Road, Stockport. Depots throughout the North and Midlands.

**READERS RADIO**

24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL LONDON N.16 STA. 4587

**TUBES**

**GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS**

PASSGR. CARR. FREE

**COMPLETELY REBUILT & RESCREENED**

**BRAND NEW 12" MW31-74**

**CARR. FREE—ONLY £4.40**

**ION-TRAP MAGNETS**

4/9 (P.P. 1/-)

**FOCUS MAGNETS**

12/6 (P.P. 3/-)

**"OLYMPIC" L.O.T., F.O.T. and SCAN**

**COILS.** Connection data supplied. Few Only—Complete 65/- (P.P. 5/-)

**WESTWAY RADIO**

5 Westward Way Preston Road, Harrow, Middx.

Tel. WCHR 2003

**S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES PLEASE**
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TELEVISION TECHNICIANS
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
SCAN COILS ETC.

LABORATORY TESTED

ALBA: T201, T204, T205, T206, T209, etc. 44/6
BUSH: T201, T204, T205, T206, T209, etc. 44/6
DYNATRON: T201, T204, T205, T206, etc. 40/6
FERRANTI: 1243, 1247P, 123A 42/6
IBA: T201, T204, T205, T206, etc. 40/6
K.B.: T201, T204, T205, T206, etc. 40/6
MURPHY: T201, T204, T205, T206, etc. 40/6
PHILCO: T201, T204, T205, T206, etc. 40/6
S.O.E.: T201, T204, T205, T206, etc. 40/6
TELEVISION TECHNICIANS
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
SCAN COILS ETC.

ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

RATES: 4½ per line or part thereof, average five words to line, minimum charge 10d. extra. All advertisements must be prepaid and addressed to Advertisement Manager, "Practical Television", Tower House, Southampton St., London, W.C.14.

SETS & COMPONENTS

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENT LTD.

NEW VALUES! GUARANTEED DELIVERY BY RETURN!

EBF98 8/9 EL84 6/6 FCL84 7/3
EBF99 8/9 FY81 7/6 FY82 8/6
EC81 4/6 FY82 7- FY32 11-
EC82 6-4 FY32 8-2 FY32 11-
ECL82 9-7 FCC84 8-9 U27 11-7
EF85 5/9 FCC93 7-3 U85 6-6
EF86 8-8 FC802 7-4 X4 5-4

Postage 2s. 6d. extra. Please add 5s. for 40-50 types and 10s. for 50-60 types.

S.A.E. FOR LIST OF OVER 200 TYPES
Over 10,000 valves in stock

LEWIS
WOODFORD AVENUE, GANT MILL, ILFORD, ESSEX
Telephone: Crosens 5685

REBUILT TV TUBES, TWO YEARS GUARANTEE. 12in and 14in. at £5 10s. 15in. and 17in. at £7 5s. 21in. at £7 10s. Please add 5s. for 80-90 types and 10s. for 100-110 types. Terms. C.W.O. carriage paid. TELE- MART SERVICES. 22 Courtworth Way, Gatehead, Glasgow.

MURPHY/EKO/ PYE
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
NEW, LONDON'S CHEAPEST!
MURPHY Y.240 V.250.
EKO V.302, 311, ecc. .54-
PYE V4T4/V71. V72. etc. 54-

P. H. BEARMAN
3 PANK AVENUE, NEW BARNET
BAR 1934

HEALTH KITS can now be seen in London and purchased on H.P. Free Brochure "DIRECT TV REPLACEMENT LTD., 138 Leisham Way, SE14. TID 6686.

RE-VAC DISTRIBUTOR LTD.
23 ALBANY STREET, LEITH, EDINBURGH, 6.
Telephone: Leith 1107.

RE-GUNNED TUBES AVAILABLE FROM

MULLARD & MAZDA 12in.-14in. .... £4.10.0
MAZDA 15in. .... £5.0.0
Mullard & Mazda 17in. .... £7.5.0
Mullard & Mazda 21in. .... £7.0.0

All tubes guaranteed 12 months. (Carriage paid). Cash or Cheque with Order.

24 HOUR SERVICE
BY TEST SCOTLAND'S BEST

TELEVISION TUBE DISTRIBUTORS

We have the following
Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in stock now

AW36-20, 21 .... £5. 2.6
AW36-80 .... £5. 7.6
AW43-80, 88 .... £6. 7.6
AW47-90, 91 .... £7. 10.0
AW53-80 .... £7. 12.6
C12A, C12B .... £4.12.6
C14B, FM .... £5. 5.0
C17BM, FM, HM .... £6. 7.6
C17LM, FM, SM .... £6.12.6
C21 HM, SM, TM .... £7.17.6
CM1402 .... £5. 7.6
CM1702, 1703 .... £6.12.6
CRNM1, 92 .... £4.12.6
CRNM3 .... £4. 2.6
CRNM121, 2, 3, 4 .... £5. 7.6
CRNM141, 2, 3, 4 .... £5. 7.6
CRNM152, 153 .... £5.12.6
CRNM172 .... £7. 7.6
CRNM211, 212 .... £7.17.6
MW6-2 .... £5.12.6
MW22-16 .... £4. 2.6
MW31-16, 74 .... £5. 2.6
MW36-24, 44 .... £5. 2.6
MW41-1 .... £6.12.6
MW43-64, 69 .... £6. 7.6
MW43-80 .... £6. 7.6
MW53-20 .... £7.12.6
MW53-80 .... £6.12.6
T901A .... £6.12.6
14KP4A, 14IK1 .... £5. 2.6
17IK, 17IK2, 17IK3 .... £6. 7.6
6901A .... £6.12.6
7201A, 7203A .... £5. 2.6
7204A .... £5. 5.0
7401A .... £6. 7.6
7405A .... £6.12.6

All tubes returned before despatch and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE 7½, via B.R.S. or 12½ via passenger train.

TERMS £2 down (plus carriage) balance £1 per month.

A few 19in. and 21in. still available now, at £8.10.0 and £11.10.0 respectively.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused) (Subject to Availability)
12in. 3 18, 3 31, 45s. Others 57½
14in. CRM141, 2 67½. Others 57½
17in. CRM171, MW43-69, 43-64, 75/- Plus Carriage. Guaranteed for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE DISTRIBUTORS
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON, S.W.11. BAT 6895
South of the Bridge. Open Sat.
until 4 p.m.
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SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE TESTER

EXAMPLES

- TUBES: A-RIBIALS - VALVES

- SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

- ALL NEW—POST FREE

- TV SPARES

- VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send for sample list. J. & A. BOXMAKERS, 73a Godwin Street, Bradford 1.

- TEE EQUIPMENT PATTERN

- BARGAIN OFFER

- TV SPARES

- TV SPARES

- E. R. NICHOLLS

--- *(Continued overleaf)*
FOR SALE (continued)


METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS—CONTACT COOLED H4R47D2 (Pyrex) type 250 V, 200 mA. 3/10; H4R14 (Pyrex) type 250 V, 300 mA. 17/6; 30/15, 17/6.
RECTIFIERS—FIN TYPES H4R47D2 for HM 350 V, 150 mA. HM5 250 V, 250 mA. 17/6; 14A50 400 mA. 38/6; 14A4S 1/8.; 14A45 1/8.; 14A50 200; LW17/6; LW17/6. 15/8. 200. MULTIMETERS from 30/6.

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED EY51, ECL80, PC63, PEP80 (30/6. PL40, PC62, PY81, RH81, 304A. Best cash prices by return. DURHAM SUPPLIES, 176 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

SERVICE SHEETS
WHY TOLERATE DELAY when you can supply your Radio or TV Service Sheet by return of post at 4/- each plus postage. List 1/-. Also Manuals for all makes of TV and Radio. Please S.A.E. with inquiries. Mail orders only to: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44 Old Bond Street. London W1.

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television—1930-1963. Prices from 1/-.
Special offer of 125 Radio/TV Sheets covering many popular models, 20/-. HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS
Radio and TV 4/- each. List 1/-. All orders dispatched on receipt. Also Manuals for sale and hire. S.A.E. please. Mail orders only. SULTAN RADIO, 29 Church Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

SERVICE SHEETS
Radio. TV. 5,000 models. S.A.E. Inquire: TIBRALL, 11 Maudland 8k, Preston.

FAULT-FINDER FILES, showing common faults that each receiver is prone to and other useful servicing information 2/- each. List 9d. plus postage. Mail orders only. S.P. DISTRIBUTORS. 44 Old Bond Street, London W1.

SERVICE SHEETS
(30,000) 3/- each with S.A.E. HAMILTON RADIO, 19 George Street, St. Helens, Lancs.

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS offered by retired engineer. If I haven't got it you won't get it. All 4/- each by return. Please include large S.A.E. Mail orders only. ETZIONI, 80 Meriton Avenue, Stanmore, Middx.

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and Oscilloscope Valves and Guides—JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION, 1b Shepherd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel: SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station.


BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

PIN-POINT TV TROUBLES IN TEN MINUTES. The title can be summed up in these words: "The book that really tells you how to fix televisions." Over 480 cross-indexed pages. Must be in every home. More than double the cost within two weeks or your money refunded! Price 33/- incl. postage. Write for free trial to: SIM-TECH BOOKS, West End, Southampion, Hants.

EDUCATIONAL
THE INCORPORATED Practitioners in Radio and Electronics (I.P.R.E.) Ltd. Membership Conditions booklet 1/-. Sample copy of I.P.R.E. Official Journal 2/-. For enquiries, Secretary, 20 Fairfied Road, London N8.


RES/CAP. BRIDGE 39/6 p. & p. 2/6. Checks all types of resistors, condensers, batteries, etc. BUILT in 1 hour. Direct reading READY CALIBRATED. Stamp for details of this and other kits.

NYLON - P.T.F.E.
ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE
No Quantity too small List application
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE
H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
6 CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.I BELgravia 4300

36 ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds

EDUCATIONAL (continued)

"HOW AND WHY" of Radio and Electronics made easy by a new non-maths practical way. Postal instructions based on host of experiments and equipment being carried out at home. New course brings enjoyment as well as knowledge of this fascinating subject. Free brochure: Dept. 12, P.T. RADIOSTRUCTOR, Reading.

Everyman's guide to astronomy—FOCUS ON STARS
by Julius D. W. Staal, F.R.A.S.

Today, probably more than ever before, astronomy is a vital study. This fascinating book by a distinguished astronomer is an account of the universe which will be a practical inspiration to both the layman and the amateur astronomer. The reader will experience a real pioneering excitement as astronomical calculations are made step by step and the wonderful workings of the heavens are unfolded. Clear and simple diagrams are used to illustrate the cause of the tides, the complex motion of the earth, the seasons of the solar planets, eclipses, the nature of galaxies. Monthly star charts give a unique all-the-year-round guide. The author was previously at the London Planetarium.

296 pages, 16 plates, numerous figures and 12 star charts.

40s. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS . . . or, in case of difficulty, 41s. 6d., by past from George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2.

NEWNES
FREE TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

HAVE YOU SENT FOR YOUR COPY?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES is a highly informative 156-page guide to the best paid engineering posts. It tells you how you can quickly prepare at home for a recognised engineering qualification and outlines a wonderful range of modern Home Study Courses in all branches of Engineering. This unique book also gives full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our Specialist Electronics Training Division—the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains the benefits of our Employment Dept. and shows you how to qualify for five years promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee “NO PASS—NO FEE”
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford to miss reading this famous book if you are earning less than £15 a week, send for your copy of “ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES” today—FREE.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes) (Dept. SE/20), 29 Wright’s Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

WHICH IS YOUR PET SUBJECT?


GET SOME LETTERS AFTER YOUR NAME!


PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT


INCLUDING TOOLS!

The specialist Electronic Division of B.I.E.T. (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes) NOW offers you a real laboratory training at home with practical equipment. Ask for details.

B.I.E.T. SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW!

Please send me your FREE 156-page "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

SUBJECT OR EXAM THAT INTERESTS ME ____________________________

(Se 20)
REBUILT AND RESCREENED
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass

FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES

SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY. S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
477 483 OLDHAM ROAD,
MANCHESTER, 10.
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel. Rodney 7550/7559

ALL TYPES KEEN PRICES PROMPT DELIVERY
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Winter Trading Co. Ltd.
95 Ladbroke Grove
London, W.11
and Branc'h

Weston Hart Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road
Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125

Lawsons Ltd.
36 Cornhill
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

J. H. Sunderland
11 Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772

Chester Radio
11 City Road
Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

Taylors
162 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000

Millards Southern Rentals
3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408

Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.
12a College Square North
Belfast 1
Tel: Belfast 33340

R.E.D. Ltd.
Waltham Street
Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

Fylde Television Services
460 Talbot Road
Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159

Hi-Lite Ltd.
89 Southbourne Grove
Southbourne, Bournemouth
Tel: Bournemouth 44344

R. Watson
Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

R.E.S. Ltd.
17/19 Paynes Lane
Coventry
Tel: Coventry 28781

J. Wildbore Ltd.
6-12 Peter Street
Oldham
Tel: Mai 4475